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A b st r a c t
Active suspensions provide favourable characteristics over traditional passive vehicle suspensions 
since they are able to find a better compromise between ride and handling, a conflict that plagues all 
conventional suspensions. However, active suspension has yet to break into production vehicles because of 
the technical issues that remain to be resolved to improve its implementation.
Effective virtual simulation of such a system requires a method of properly modeling a multi­
domain system. Software interfacing is a method that may be used to solve such problems. It allows each 
sub-system to be modeled in its natural domain software and then links the sub-systems together, allowing 
the input and output values for each program to be exchanged with the rest of the model. With this 
technique, modelling simplifications o f each domain is avoided by allowing a complete and accurate picture 
o f the system to surface before prototyping begins.
This research focuses on simulating active suspension by combining the multibody dynamic 
software program of ADAMS (Automatic Dynamic Analysis o f Mechanical Systems) with 
Matlab/Simulink. The purpose is to capture the dynamics o f the system which would allow the user to tune 
and optimize the suspension before prototyping. Since it is geared towards passenger vehicles, this study 
focuses on the ride behaviour of the vehicle rather than its handling abilities.
A quarter car and full car model are implemented for both the traditional lumped mass model and 
the Bombardier litis utility truck. When interfacing with the Simulink controller, nonlinear and linear 
versions of the ADAMS vehicle model were used; also a fully-active and semi-active suspension was 
evaluated for comparison with the passive suspension. In addition, a Kalman filter for state estimation was 
used with the fully-active controller, while bushings are added to the full car litis vehicle.
The nonlinear ADAMS vehicle was able to successfully communicate with Simulink to simulate 
the above systems. Results also indicate that the linear vehicle models are reasonable in their performance 
and so are useful for quick preliminary studies. Additionally, the simple lumped mass vehicle demonstrated 
similar response patterns and features as the more complicated litis models, further proving the worth of 
these models.
Results demonstrate that a fully-active suspension is able to significantly increase ride 
performance over a passive suspension but at the cost o f the suspension displacement. As expected the 
semi-active suspension performance was intermediate to that o f the passive and fully-active system but with 
the advantage of only dissipating energy and not consuming it. Both semi-active and fully-active controllers 
performed reasonably well for this investigation, however, shortcomings in each were noticed. The Kalman 
filter was generally able to estimate the system states which make the fully-active controller use all the 
more viable for real world application.
iii
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D e d ic a t io n
"The only true wisdom is in knowing you know nothing."
-Socrates
"Real knowledge is to know the extent of one's ignorance."
-Confucius
.. .and so this work is dedicated to those who know nothing, keep up the good work.
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ADAMS -  Automatic Dynamic Analysis of Mechanical System
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DAE -  Differential algebraic equations 
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DIAG -  Diagonal square matrix, its non-zero numerical values are listed in order of appearance
expressed as diag[l 2 3]
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E.C.U. -  Electronic control unit
EOM -  Equations of motion
GSTIFF -  Gear Stiff integrator
LCA -  Lower control arm
LQG -  Linear quadratic guassian controller, the combination of using LQR for the controller with the 
Kalman filter to estimate the states 
LQR -  Linear quadratic regulator algorithm 
L.V.D.T. -  Linear voltage displacement transducer 
nb -  Number of bodies 
m -  Sum of the joint constraint equations 
ODE -  Nonlinear ordinary differential equations 
RR -  Ride rate 
SP -  Spindle
S & G Damping -  Skyhook and ground-hook damping 
UCA -  Upper control arm
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a -  Vehicle lateral dimension.
A® -  Closed loop system matrix, it includes the plant and controller.
A -  Plant matrix (n x n).
A -  System matrix where states are the desired states of the user.
AeSt-  System matrix (n x n).
A, -  111 conditioned plant matrix.
A 2 -  Plant matrix in partitioned form, 
b -  Vehicle lateral dimension.
B -  Plant input matrix (n x (ri+ r2)).
B! -  Control force input matrix (n x r^ .
B2 -  Road displacement input matrix (n x r2).
B -  Input matrix where states are the desired states of the user.
Best-  Input matrix o f control input force and sensor output measurements (n x (ri+m)).
B, -  111 conditioned plant input matrix.
B2 -  Plant input matrix in partitioned form, 
c -  Vehicle longitudinal dimension. 
cgh -  Ground-hook damper coefficient.
csky-  Skyhook damper coefficient. 
cs -  Semi-active damping rate. 
cst -  Strut damper coefficient.
C -  Output matrix ((n+m) x n).
i) if full state feedback desired- an (n x n) identity matrix.
ii) for measured outputs- an (m x n) matrix.
C -  Output matrix where states are the desired states of the user.
C, -  Output matrix where output is desired states.
Cest— Output matrix of sensor output measurements and state estimates ((m+n) x n). 
Cs-  Measured sensor outputs, 
d -  Vehicle longitudinal dimension.
D -  Output matrix ((n+m) x (ri+r2)).
D -  Output matrix where states are the desired states of the user.
Dj -  Output matrix where output is desired states.
Dest-  Matrix o f size ((m+n) x (rj+m)).
Ds -  Measured sensor outputs.
E -  Expected value, 
f  -  Vector o f applied forces.
Fsky -  Force generated from skyhook damper.
d^esired -  Desired force for the semi-active damper.
Fgh -  Force generated from ground-hook damper.
Fmax -  Maximum force from semi-active damper.
Fmin — Minimum force from semi-active damper.
Fs-  Spring strut force.
FD-  Damper strut force.
Ft-T ir e  force.
F s ( x o )  -  Spring preload for the linear spring.
Fjnr- Linear spring force.
Fsc -  Suspension force.
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Fu -  Active force.
Tf 1 6
F(q,q,r)= _  e  R -  Vector of applied forces.
n
g -  Acceleration of gravity, 9.81m/s2. 
g -  Set o f DAE describing a general multibody system.
G -  State matrix corresponding to process noise, 
h -  Height of road profile. 
h — Integration step size.
H -  Output matrix corresponding to process noise.
I -  Identity matrix.
Iy -  Inertia about y-axis.
Ix -  Inertia about x-axis.
Iz -  Inertia about z-axis.
J -  Quadratic cost function.
J -  Jacobian matrix of g.
J -  Generalized inertia matrix, expressed in the local body reference frame reference frame.
k -  Step size/sample rate.
ktin.- Radial spring rate stiffness o f tire.
kspsn-  Suspension spring stiffness.
klqr-  The optimal gain matrix from LQR solution, (rj x n).
ks-  Strut spring stiffness.
k, -  Tire radial stiffness.
K -  Full state feedback gain.
KeSt-  Matlab object consisting of state-space matrices that describe the Kalman filter.
lf -  The horizontal distance between the front axle and the center o f gravity. 
lr -  The horizontal distance between the front axle and the center o f gravity.
L -  Proportional error feedback gain for state estimator.
nispmg- Sprung mass.
niuspmg- Unsprung mass.
ms-  Sprung mass.
mu -  Unsprung mass.
m ,-  Total mass o f the vehicle body (excludes the mass of the unsprung mass). 
m  -  Sum of the joint and motion constraint equations, equals the number of Lagrange multipliers.
M -  Generalized mass matrix.
n -  Vector of applied torques.
nb -  Number o f bodies in the system.
nj -  Number o f joints in the system.
p -  Matrix of the body position of a rigid body.
P -  Generalized momentum.
P -  Riccati equation solution matrix.
Pe -  Riccati matrix for Kalman filter, 
q  -  Matrix of the generalized coordinates of a rigid body.
Q -  Weight matrix, is a positive definite or semi-definite matrix (n x n).
Qn -  Covariance of process noise.
Q (q ,q ,r)e  R 6 -  Generalized forces acting on the body, obtained by projecting the applied force F on the
generalized coordinates, Q = [( lT )Tf  (n'*)Tn ]T
R -  Weight matrix, is a positive definite or real symmetric matrix (rj x rj). 
R n -  Covariance of measurement noise, 
ss -  Initial tire deflection.
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t -  Time.
TL -  Tire lift off tracking function measure.
T  -  Transformation matrix relating body angular velocity in the local coordinate system with that defined.
in the generalized coordinate system, 
u -  Unconstrained control force input (rj vector), 
u* -  Input, from both control and road. 
da -  Dependant variables, 
u -  Vector of the body translational velocity.
U k -  Inputs to plant model in discrete solver model, 
v -  Damper velocity. 
v -  Measurement noise.
vp-  Velocity of point of application P of the external force F.
<5v -  Independent variables, 
w -  Road displacement input (r2 vector).
Wspmg -  Undamped sprung mass natural frequency.
Wunspmg -  Undamped unsprung mass natural frequency. 
w -  Process noise.
Si -  Vector o f the body angular velocity, expressed in the local body reference frame.
W  -  Road input frequency.
x -  State vector, the minimum set of independent variables that fully describe the system (n vector). 
x0 -  Set point/operating point.
Xjctuai-  Actual/current value of the states.
d^esired -  Desired value of the states.
x -  State error, difference between actual and estimated state.
x -  Estimated state.
xi -  Set of independent variables. 
x2-  Set of dependent variables.
xA -  Set o f independent states in the ADAMS model. 
xD -  Damper displacement.
a^ctual -  Actual state-space variable value.
d^esired -  Desired state-space variable, for this study this value is zero.
X -  States desired by user. 
xu-  Undesired state space matrix.
Ax -  Spring deflection.
x  -  Distance between the strut mounting points.
X -  Displacement in the x direction, 
y -  User defined output ((n+m) vector), 
y -  Estimated output.
Y -  Displacement in the y direction.
Y -  Solution vector, Y=[q,q,k]T .
AY -  Correction o f Y.
Y* -  User specified set-point.
z -  State variables o f controller in cosimulation mode.
zu -  Unsprung mass absolute vertical displacement.
zs -  Sprung mass absolute vertical displacement.
z l 1 -  Vertical displacement o f comer 11.
z l2  -  Vertical displacement o f comer 12.
z21 -  Vertical displacement of comer 21.
z22 -  Vertical displacement o f comer 22.
Zroad -  Road vertical profile.
zt -  Tire vertical movement.
z -  Complex constant vector.
zcm -  Displacement of sprung mass in z direction.
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Z -  Displacement in the z direction. 
x,y,z -  Coordinate position of a rigid body, 
e -  Array of the body orientation o f rigid body.
P -  Rotation about the z-axis.
£  -  Time derivative o f e.
Xe R m -  Lagrange multiplier array. The number o f multipliers is equal to the number of joint constraint 
equations (m).
T -  Angular momenta.
P p-  Projection operator.
P R -  Projection operator.
iff,6,<l>- Third, first and third Euler angle sequence o f rotation. 
a,/3o,/3s -  Gear integration constants. 
a  -  Complex constant vector.
O  -  Algebraic constraint equation.
<!>„ -  Constraint equation as a function of dependent variables.
O v-  Constraint equation as a function o f independent variables.
0 -  Angle.
cp -  Rotation about the x-axis.
0 -  Rotation about the y-axis.
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1 In t r o d u c t io n
1.0 Problem Synthesis
A passenger automobile suspension is a compromise between ride and handling and as such it is 
the aim of the vehicle dynamicist to find settings that give the best o f both worlds. Since passive suspension 
has existed throughout the age of the automobile, much is known of the system and engineers today are 
very good at extracting the most performance from it. In fact it is commonly thought that the performance 
o f today’s passive suspension has little more improvement left in it. This, combined with a highly 
competitive automotive market, with hard to please consumers, has sent companies searching for alternative 
solutions to the conventional system.
As defined by Wong {23} ride is concerned with the sensation or feel o f the passenger in the 
environment of a moving vehicle. Problems arise mainly from vibrations of the vehicle body, induced by 
sources such as aerodynamic forces and vibrations from the powertrain, drivetrain and road. As stated by 
Hrovat {31}, vertical ground input disturbances caused by road roughness are the most relevant for ride 
studies. Handling, on the other hand, deals with the vehicle’s response to steering, braking and 
environmental inputs. In part handling is a measure of the ability to manoeuvre turns since this deals mostly 
with the vehicle’s response to inertial body input forces. The main criteria for optimizing the dynamics o f a 
vehicle are:
• Body motion caused from road surface irregularities.
• Body motion caused from road inputs, aerodynamic loading and inertial forces.
• Road holding related to the contact force between the tire and road surface (through controlling wheel 
motion).
• Suspension travel, which is limited by the packaging restrictions of the vehicle.
• Maintain directional stability during manoeuvres.
An active suspension is better able to find a compromise between these conflicting requirements 
and as such can offer greater performance than a passive suspension. However, even with the most 
sophisticated system, no suspension can simultaneously optimize each o f the above criteria since they are 
all coupled. Although the concept of active suspension has existed since the 1950’s when companies like
-  1 -
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Citroen and Westinghouse experimented with prototypes, the technology has yet to fully break into 
production for different reasons.
This research simulates active suspension vehicles using various methods; it carves out a process 
for developing vehicle models in which the characteristics of such a system can be evaluated and optimized. 
From such an analysis, problems in the initial design phase can be identified before prototyping and so 
money and time can be saved in development, helping to further usher this technology into the automotive 
market.
1.1 Ride versus Handling
1.1.1 Model Description
A vehicle is a complex multi-degree of freedom system that requires sophisticated multibody 
dynamic algorithms to describe its behaviour. However, to reveal its fundamental response and limitations, 
a simple lumped mass model of a quarter of the vehicle may be considered; in this way the following 
discussion will be simpler to outline.
Sprung Mass
Strut Unit
Unsprung Mass
Tire Spring- •Road Profile Input
Figure 1.0: Quarter car model
From Figure 1.0, the sprung mass represents the vehicle body; in this model it is roughly one 
quarter the weight of the entire body, while the unsprung mass represents the mass of one wheel unit. Here 
the strut unit contains both the suspension spring and damper; it provides the link between the two masses. 
At the same time the tire spring represents the radial stiffness o f the tire with negligible damping (as 
assumed by most ride studies). The road input is specified at the end o f the tire spring in the form o f a 
vertical displacement and since both masses are constrained to only move vertically, the system has two 
degrees of freedom system.
During operation, it is the suspension spring that absorbs most of the disturbance movement, while 
the damper dissipates this energy input from the road. Of the variables that affect the vehicle response, the 
damper and spring rate of the strut unit are two that the dynamicist has direct control over; their chosen 
parameters contribute to the conflict between ride and handling.
1.1.2 Spring Conflict
When solving the equations of motion for the quarter car model, since damping is typically small, 
the damped natural frequencies may be approximated by the undamped natural frequencies of:
- 2 -
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From these equations, the suspension spring rate is related to both natural frequencies and is the 
only value in the equations that the dynamicist has control over. Due to the difference in mass, the natural 
frequency o f the unsprung mass is an order higher than the sprung mass (around 10Hz and 1Hz 
respectively). When the unsprung mass becomes excited by the road the sprung mass becomes excited by 
the unsprung mass. As a result, for high frequency inputs when the unsprung mass is vibrating near its 
natural frequency, the sprung mass is mostly unaffected, since its resonant frequency is much lower. 
However for low frequency inputs, disturbances are passed by the wheel to the body, even amplified at 
times.
In examining the characteristics of a typical random road profile the vertical acceleration intensity 
increases with road frequency. As a result, minimizing the natural frequency o f the sprung mass decreases 
the intensity o f its response when excited and results in a better ride. This implies that the strut spring 
should be as soft as possible.
Another way to see the effects of the suspension spring rate on the sprung mass is by considering 
the frequency response plot+ o f the sprung mass acceleration o f Figure 1.1. Frequency plots generate the 
sinusoidal response amplitude to a vertical sine wave road profile o f varying frequency. As shown, the 
softer the suspension the lower the acceleration levels o f the sprung mass, especially in the area of its 
natural frequency. However the softness of the strut spring is limited by the amount o f space in which the 
suspension can move within - both while the car statically sits and when it encounters road disturbances.
*Notice: All graphs in this study are ‘normalized’ by dividing the y-axis values by the maximum value attained.
- 3 -
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Figure 1.1: Sprung mass acceleration response versus road input 
frequency for various strut spring rates
Although a softer suspension produces less sprung mass motion, it also leads to deterioration in 
handling due to a loss of tire grip. When the vehicle performs a cornering manoeuvre the sprung mass shifts 
to the outside tires increasing the normal tire loading on the outside tires and decreasing it on the inside. 
The generated lateral tire force is related to the normal tire load, yet at a decreasing rate as illustrated in 
Figure 1.2. As such, the more the vehicle rolls the less lateral tire grip is produced from the combined 
outside and inside lateral tire force. Hence for handling purposes stiff springs should be used.
 Simplified Tire
 Real Tire0.9
2  0 -4
0.2
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Normalized Normal Tire Force
0.7 0.8 0.9
Figure 1.2: A typical relationship between the 
tire lateral force and vertical force
For ride manoeuvres, softer springs lead to greater wheel movement which will increase the 
fluctuation in tire force. This is confirmed in Figure 1.3, which shows the frequency response of the tire 
force. For road input frequencies near the unsprung mass resonant frequency, a softer suspension leads to 
greater tire force fluctuation, which decreases the longitudinal grip of the vehicle.
- 4 -
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Figure 1.3: Tire force response versus road input frequency 
for various strut spring rates
1.1.3 Damper Conflict
The ideal damping coefficient depends on the natural frequencies of the system and the road input 
frequency and so it continuously changes as the vehicle operates. In looking at the frequency response of 
the body acceleration in Figure 1.4 for different damping rates, for input frequencies around the natural 
frequencies high damping is best, yet at all other frequencies low damping is preferred. A similar pattern 
emerges for the tire force frequency response in Figure 1.5, high damping is ideal near the body and wheel 
natural frequencies with low damping ideal everywhere else in minimizing tire deflection.
  c -0 .5  kNs/m
 c -1 .0  kNs/m
 c -1 .5  kNs/m
  c -2 .0  kNs/m
0.85
0.69 / / ;
S  0.54
0.38
0.23
F requency  (rad/sec)
Figure 1.4: Sprung mass acceleration response versus 
road input frequency for various damping rates
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Figure 1.5: Tire force response versus 
road input frequency for various damping rates
1.2 The Active Solution
A way of addressing the above conflicts is a suspension with a variable stiffness that changes 
according to measured parameters such as body movement, spring displacement, steering angle, etc. Using 
feedback from sensors, an electronic control unit (E.C.U.) finds the optimal action that produces the best 
combination of ride and handling. An active element within the suspension then generates the action that 
the E.C.U. deems optimal.
1.2.1 Fully-Active Suspension
A fully-active system typically makes use o f hydraulic power. A pump, driven by a belt from the 
engine supplies a source of oil. As the vehicle operates, sensors throughout the vehicle send data to the 
E.C.U., which determines the optimal suspension force. The controller then sends a current/voltage to the 
power valve which regulates the flow rate o f oil to enter/exit the actuators. In the final phase, the double 
acting piston actuators convert the pressure difference between their upper and lower chambers into a net 
force on the suspension. Other elements are required such as accumulators, relief valves, throttle valves, etc.
Fully-active suspension differs from passive and semi-active suspension in its ability to inject 
energy into the vehicle. Only a high-bandwidth active system will be considered for this project; it is 
defined by having the capability of controlling road frequency inputs as high as 25Hz. This system typically 
uses a spring to carry the static weight of the vehicle along with a double acting hydraulic actuator placed 
parallel to it. Since it controls both sprung and unsprung mass resonance motion, the requirements and 
demands o f the system components are relatively high. Peak power requirements in the range of 4 to lOkW 
have been quoted in the past, corresponding to an increase of 10-20% in fuel consumption, with the system 
hardware adding anywhere from 49 to 136kg.
1.2.2 Semi-Active Suspension
A semi-active suspension varies the rate o f energy dissipation based on a closed loop feedback of 
sensor data. This is accomplished through an active damper that varies the damping coefficient and is used
- 6 -
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in parallel with a conventional spring. The system is relatively simple, affordable, and quick (response 
times of 30 to 150ms) with the promise of increased ride performance. As a result, it is seeing an increased 
presence in production cars.
Three commonly used methods to alter the damping coefficient are: on-off, continuously variable 
and rheological fluid damping. The first method switches between discrete states of damping resistance 
through the use of motor/solenoid driven internal valves that switch between different orifice areas. 
Continuous damping is similar to the first method except that it now has the ability to continuously vary the 
orifice area between a maximum and minimum value. In the last method no moving parts are used to vary 
the damping coefficient, instead the viscosity of the damper fluid is altered in response to the intensity o f an 
applied energy field.
1.2.3 System Problems
To this day few fully-active suspension vehicles have made it to production. The main reasons 
include, but are not limited to, the increased power consumption and response time of the suspension, the 
reliability and serviceability of the hydraulic system, increased cost, added weight and achieving system 
robustness.
Also, over the years designers have become very good at dealing with the ride/handling trade-off 
and extracting performance from the passive suspension. Designs used to increase passive performance 
include:
• nonlinear spring, damper and bushing stiffness
• stiffer body structures to maintain a more accurate suspension geometry
• low profile tires with high lateral stiffness
• anti-roll bars and anti-dive suspension geometry to resist roll and pitch
• lighter unsprung components
• more complicated suspension geometry
As a result consumer demand for a better suspension has to this day not been strong, contributing 
to the reluctance of implementing active systems.
1.3 Software Interfacing
Most engineering systems are multi-domain, where the distinct sub-systems are difficult to 
simulate in a single software program, requiring many simplifications and inaccuracies. In a fully-active 
suspension three distinct domains exist: the vehicle, the E.C.U. and the hydraulic system. To properly 
model all three domains and capture how they interact with the rest o f the system, software interfacing 
techniques are suggested.
In short, different software programs are connected to one another to solve different aspects o f the 
same problem. This interfacing allows each sub-system to be modeled in its natural software domain which 
more accurately captures the dynamics of the sub-systems. With the tools used in this study, the user has the 
option of either having the solver of each software integrate its own model (known as discrete
- 7 -
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mode/cosimulation) or letting the integrator from the control software solve the entire system (known as 
continuous mode).
Although the above methods solve nonlinear multibody systems, a linearized version may be 
exported to the controller software. Linear models, although not as accurate, gives the user access to tools 
such as frequency response plots and allow eigen analysis to be performed. These linearized versions are 
also sometimes necessary for designing controllers.
Software interfacing is relatively new and unused for active suspension simulation (at least in 
academia) but should gain in popularity as software developers refine the interfacing capabilities o f their 
products.
1.4 Objectives
The objective of this research is to determine the feasibility of synthesizing procedures to simulate 
active suspensions by interfacing different software programs. Attention is focused on the ride response of 
the vehicle and so this research does not evaluate the handling behaviour o f active suspension. It should 
also be emphasized that focus is not on trying to design a road-worthy control algorithm with an ultra 
detailed vehicle model, but rather on performing a preliminary evaluation on the usefulness o f the 
simulation techniques developed.
More specifically to:
• Implement a quarter and a full car model o f a generic lumped mass passenger vehicle and of the 
Bombardier litis utility truck.
• Model the vehicle in ADAMS, the E.C.U. in Matlab/Simulink.
• Use algorithms related to skyhook damping for the semi-active suspension.
• Use linear optimal control techniques (LQR controller) to design the fully-active controller.
• Implement a Kalman filter to estimate the system states for the LQR.
• Add suspension bushings to the full vehicle litis model for increased realism.
And to compare:
• The differences of the various procedures developed and the available solver modes.
• Explore the differences of using linear and nonlinear models of the vehicle.
• The different vehicle models.
• Compare passive, semi-active and fully-active suspension.
All research is conducted at the DaimlerChrysler Automotive Research and Development Centre 
in Windsor, Ontario.
- 8 -
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2.0 Active Suspension Application
2.0.1 Active Anti-Roll B ar
Anti-roll bars are laterally placed tubes that link the left and right suspension together through drop 
links to the suspension control arms (Figure 2.0). When both wheels move up the same amount, the roll bar 
rotates about its lateral axis and exerts negligible force on the wheels. However when the vehicle rolls, the 
left and right control arms rotate relative to one another and as a result the roll bar twists and exerts an 
opposing force to reduce body roll.
Spindle/Hub
Figure 2.0: Configuration o f  a typical fron t suspension
Active anti-roll bars have entered production vehicles with the ability to vary its torsional stiffness. 
In BMW’s Dynamic Drive system, the active anti-roll bar consists o f  two halves that are connected through 
a hydraulically operated swivel motor. The motor, through transforming hydraulic pressure into a 
stabilizing counter-torque resistance, varies the stiffness o f the roll bar according to the lateral acceleration 
o f the vehicle. When the acceleration is negligible, the system depressurizes so as to not influence the roll 
dynamics. In this way the understeer and oversteer characteristics of the vehicle can be modified in 
response to the lateral acceleration o f the body by varying the front and rear roll resistance. BMW claims 
that for lateral accelerations from up to 0.3g, no roll occurs and for an acceleration o f 0.6g an 80% 
reduction is achieved.
TRW ’s system named Active Roll Control (ARC) varies the stiffness o f the roll bar by replacing 
one anti-roll bar drop link with a computer controlled linear actuator that uses hydraulic pressure to apply a
- 9 -
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resisting force. The actuator is driven by the power steering pump and is controlled by a servo-valve in 
response to sensor outputs. Lateral accelerometers, a steering angle sensor and other sensors determine the 
roll force and directs a control valve to apply a counterbalancing force to the sway bar. TRW claims that the 
system eliminates body lean up to 0.4g of lateral acceleration, which translates into moderately hard 
cornering. Above this level the system allows some body roll to warn the driver o f an impending loss of tire 
traction.
2.0.2 Variable Geometry Suspension
With this system the geometry of the suspension is altered to vary the suspension stiffness in 
response to vehicle motion. Past research is sparse compared to active suspension systems and the concept 
is relatively new. The 1965 Velocette Thruxton motorcycle is one of the earliest production examples; it 
allows the driver to manually adjust the top mount location of the spring. Experimental cars that 
automatically vary the strut or leaf spring mount locations have also been built with success. A main focus 
in their design is having the actuator apply forces perpendicular to the main suspension forces, minimizing 
the energy needed to change the mount position.
In another design, Minaker {15} moved the body attachment points of the lower control arms 
through hydraulic or electric actuators. In this manner the location of the vehicle roll center relative to the 
vehicle center of gravity is controlled and changes the handling characteristics o f the vehicle. Under closed 
loop control the system consumed a peak power consumption of under 100W with a reduction in roll and 
heave during cornering manoeuvres. Overall the concept showed potential for future application.
2.0.3 Rheological Semi-Active Damper
A rheological fluid exhibits a change in flow when an energy field is applied to it since the 
particles, that are randomly dispersed, group together to follow the path o f the applied field. As the fluid 
flows the particle bonds are broken only to be reformed to follow this energy field while absorbing energy 
in the process. Since the tendency to bond varies with the strength o f the field, the level o f energy 
dissipation is controllable. These fluids are used within dampers to continuously vary their viscosity 
according to a control input signal that in certain designs change according to the road input frequency. 
Additional information on this topic may be found in {37}.
2.0.4 Active Body Control
Currently used in Mercedes road cars, the Active Body Control (ABC) system is a fully-active 
hydraulic suspension system that relies on thirteen vehicle sensors. As Merker et al. {34} explains, at each 
comer o f the vehicle a hydraulic actuator is connected in series with the top o f the strut spring. By 
extending/retracting the cylinder the spring preload changes and varies the suspension stiffness. Since the 
system is low-bandwidth, meaning it’s only effective for frequencies just greater than the sprung mass 
vibration mode, it requires little energy compared to a high-bandwidth system. ABC uses a system pressure 
of 20MPa and weighs an additional 42kg.
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2.0.5 Lotus Active Suspension
In 1980 a joint venture formed between Cranfield Institute of Technology and Lotus Engineering 
to develop high-bandwidth hydraulic active suspensions for the Lotus Esprit and the Lotus Formula One 
race cars. The purpose was to address the high aerodynamic loading on ground effect racing cars (up to 3 
times its static weight) by minimizing the weight transfer on the tires. The system was first fitted to the 
Esprit with the E.C.U. aimed at controlling the hydraulic pressure and the car attitude with the capability of 
altering the damping, the body attitude and its rate o f change. Additionally, the roll stiffness distribution 
was adjustable and the modes o f vibration could be separated/decoupled.
Road induced dynamic loads transmitted through the tires were around half those of a passive 
system and an improvement in handling in the order o f 10-20% was claimed. The road version o f  the 
system was driver controllable, allowing the passengers to completely eliminate body motion during bumps 
and transient manoeuvres. The system pressure was in the neighbourhood o f 17.2MPa with a response time 
of approximately 3ms at a cost o f 4-7kW and 20-45kg in mass. In spite o f the increased weight the F I car 
was noticeably quicker than its passive version since cornering speeds increased by 10%. More information 
on the program is available from {45}, {49} and {50}.
2.0.6 Citroen Hydraulic Suspension
A pioneer in active suspension, Citroen has a long history of offering hydraulic suspension. As 
summarized by Merker et al. {34} its current ‘hydractive’ system uses six accumulators: one at each corner, 
one between the front wheels and one between the rear wheels. Conventional springs and dampers are 
therefore not needed as their function is replaced by the accumulators. Suspension stiffness is varied by 
switching the central accumulators in and out o f the hydraulic circuit which changes the total volume of 
fluid and gas in the system (less gas-more stiff). In addition all four suspensions are interconnected by the 
high pressure fluid that further smoothes the ride. Another important characteristic o f the system is that the 
hydraulics has a variable effect - it becomes harder as the loads are increased.
2.0.7 litis Active Suspension
Commissioned by the Defence Research Establishment Suffield (DRES) in the late eighties, a 
fully-active hydraulic suspension system was fitted to the Bombardier litis utility jeep by researchers from 
Queen’s University. The system used hydraulic servo-actuators with a hydraulic system pressure of 
20.6MPa and an 80386DX-20MHz IBM-PC compatible microcomputer for the E.C.U. Tests indicated that 
simultaneous improvements in ride and handling were achieved.
Another feature o f the truck was its preview system. Using electronic ultrasonic sensors, the road 
profile at the front bumper was measured and the information sent to the main controller. The strategy was 
to have the active system anticipate and act as the vehicle encountered road irregularities, rather than 
having the suspension react after the disturbances occurred. It has the added advantage of reducing the 
overall energy consumption. For more information refer to {33} and {44}.
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2.1 Virtual Active Research
Unless stated, the following studies ignore the dynamics of the hydraulics, assuming that the desired force 
calculated from the controller is the force applied to the suspension with no time delay.
2.1.1 Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)
Thompson {43} generated a two degree o f freedom lumped mass quarter car model. The LQR 
weighting function consisted of the mass velocities and the tire and suspension dynamic deflections. Results 
to a unit step input indicated a reduction in body overshoot at the cost o f the unsprung mass motion. In 
comparing the eigenvalues, the LQR system increased the sprung mass damping and decreased the 
unsprung mass damping, this explained why the body settled more quickly. The author concluded that the 
active suspension was better in practically all respects predicting that further refinement o f the controller 
weighting matrices and the addition of dynamic vibration absorbers would improve the unsprung mass 
oscillations.
As a bridge between chassis models that can perform nonlinear handling manoeuvres and control 
design studies, Haycock {30} looked at a two degree of freedom quarter car model which incorporated the 
geometry o f a short long arm suspension. The author conducted a ride study with a ramp road input by 
implementing a full state feedback LQR controller and compared it to a passive suspension. Although 
encouraged by the ride response, it was noticed that depending on the weights used, the solution still 
contained an inherent compromise of vehicle response. This led the author to suggest a frequency 
dependent compensation controller be used since the required response depends on the changing conditions 
and road disturbances.
Aimed at analyzing the effects of changing suspension parameters, road disturbance and seat 
position, an eight degree of freedom lumped mass full car ride model was created by Bouazara et al. {25}. 
A fully-active system was implemented using the LQR algorithm and compared with a semi-active and 
passive suspension. Here the weight function included the body accelerations, the suspension deflection and 
wheel velocity and was weighted most heavily towards the suspension displacement. The wheel and sprung 
mass velocities were hardly weighted. As the authors state, the final weighting values were chosen for a 
good trade-off between comfort and road holding capability. The fully-active suspension was able to most 
o f the time give a slightly superior response in both sprung and unsprung mass motion for a double bump 
road input (note: the LQR gain used was not aggressive). In addition the semi-active vehicle response 
rivalled that o f the fully-active system giving a slightly worse performance.
Hrovat {31} reviewed the application of LQR applied to various vehicle models. It is claimed that 
for this controller, either ride or handling can be improved by choosing the weighting matrices accordingly. 
He states that the full advantage of active suspensions stems from adaptive tuning/gain scheduling of the 
controller parameters depending on the driving conditions. A situation is suggested where if the steering 
and wheel position and lateral acceleration sensors indicate straight line operation o f the vehicle, then the 
wheel motion weighting can be relaxed.
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As for nonlinear control, Hrovat {31} stated that for many operations a linear control system is 
appropriate as suggested by past empirical validations. The shortcomings of such a controller are seen 
during situations which amplify discrete disturbances such as when the suspension bottoms out due to 
potholes or speed bumps. He supports an algorithm in which a linear controller is used for normal operation 
and switches to a nonlinear scheme for discrete event disturbances.
2.1.2 Linear Quadratic Gaussian Regulator (LQG)
Sharma et al. {39} addressed the requirements of full-state feedback for using an LQR algorithm 
with a quarter car model. They suggested incorporating a Kalman filter to estimate the immeasurable states 
and compared the model to one without the filter. Available measurements were assumed to consist o f 
suspension deflection and body acceleration which were used as inputs to the Kalman filter. Although a 
slight degradation was noted with the Kalman filter, the authors were pleased with the results. Also 
encouraging was when the vehicle traversed a road of different roughness and speed than the one used to 
tune the controller. Performance was virtually maintained, leading the authors to state that there was no 
need to implement an adaptive time varying estimator.
Taghirad et al. {42} taking passenger acceleration as an indication of ride comfort used a half-car 
model that incorporated the seat dynamics with an LQG algorithm. Despite a random road profile, the state 
estimates followed the true states quite closely, while assuming a typical sensor arrangement that measured 
suspension travel and passenger bounce. In addition the authors found that their model decreased body 
acceleration while producing tire forces on par with the passive system.
2.1.3 Semi-Active Control
In the now classic paper {26} by Karnopp et al., skyhook and semi-active damping was proposed 
to increase the ride of a vehicle suspension. The ideal skyhook damper scheme was synthesized for a one 
degree of freedom model by connecting a damper from the mass to an inertial reference so that the damping 
was proportional to the mass absolute velocity. While the conventional damper reduces the relative velocity 
between the sprung and unsprung mass, effectively stiffening the suspension when a soft suspension is 
desired, the skyhook damper reduces the absolute body motion.
Karnopp et al. {26} theorized that a practical active system that approximated the unrealistic 
skyhook damper configuration would perform better than a passive suspension. They went on to devise 
such a system that switched between high and zero damping force for an active strut element whose power 
was restricted to being dissipative. Through simulation it was shown that this semi-active system had a 
performance intermediate to the passive and ideal skyhook damper, yet required less power and complexity 
than a fully-active system.
A shortcoming o f the work by the previous study was that with a skyhook damper, the unsprung 
mass was not damped, leading to a degradation of tire forces. Valasek et al. {46} addressed this issue with 
a quarter car model by adding a damper that connected the unsprung mass with the ground, known as a 
ground-hook damper. Although conceived to minimize road damage from trucks, the authors concluded
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that the extended system decreased the tire-road dynamic loading and increased body comfort throughout 
the entire range o f exciting frequencies.
Oueslati et al. {35} compared different semi-active control systems with passive and fully-active 
systems for a four degree of freedom half car model. Among the controllers implemented were the fully- 
active LQR controller and the switch algorithm created by Karnopp et al. {26}. Relative to the passive 
system, the LQR system increased ride and the tire dynamic force and suspension displacement for high 
input frequencies. The semi-active system was not as effective as the fully-active algorithm in reducing 
body acceleration while increasing suspension displacement and tire force relative to the passive 
suspension. Of the semi-active control algorithms considered, that devised in {26} demonstrated the best 
performance.
2.1.4 Software Interfacing
Villec {47} investigated the merits o f using cosimulation to explore how control systems affected 
vehicle behaviour during handling manoeuvres. ADAMS/Car modeled the vehicle and Xmath the E.C.U. 
and hydraulic system; they were linked in an attempt to simulate an attitude control system. ADAMS used 
inputs o f steering wheel and vehicle speed from real track data. After responding to the inputs, the vehicle 
lateral acceleration and actuator velocity from ADAMS were passed to Xmath as input to the control 
algorithm. The controller then determined actuator forces which were returned to ADAMS.
To better evaluate the performance of cosimulation an additional ADAMS model was constructed 
that included the vehicle, the E.C.U. and the hydraulics. At the same time, data collected from track testing 
was compared with these virtual models. All three results showed reasonable correlation with the 
cosimulation solver times within the range o f the ‘ADAMS only’ solve times. The results led the author to 
conclude that cosimulation provides an effective method of analyzing control systems integrated within 
vehicle systems.
To analyze the movements o f a boom lift o f an aerial work platform Jansson et al. {32} used a 
multi-domain approach of combining ADAMS/View with AMESim. Three models were constructed: i) a 
multibody ADAMS model with no hydraulics, ii) an AMESim hydraulics model with a simplified boom lift 
model, iii) a detailed ADAMS model of the boom with a detailed hydraulics model in AMESim. The latter 
model was formed by linking AMESim with ADAMS and using the ADAMS solver to perform the 
numerical integration. The results from this last model were significantly different from the first two 
models, most notably the forces involved with the boom were quite dissimilar and the system was initially 
badly tuned. It was concluded that interfacing software packages will become necessary in future efforts to 
simulate multi-domain systems.
ADAMS/Car was linked with Simulink in developing a simulation o f a suspension system using 
semi-active dampers in an Alfa Romeo car. Danesin et al. {27} used nonlinear controls to perform a 
cosimulation o f handling manoeuvres such as lane changes. The vehicle was modeled in ADAMS/Car and 
the controller in Simulink. The nonlinear controller was designed to optimize the vehicle dynamics subject 
to a predefined set o f manoeuvres such as standard lane changes. The authors found this tool useful in
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integrating different chassis control systems while predicting interaction problems with the vehicle and the 
controller.
Feng et al. {28} used cosimulation to model an off road vehicle with a hydro-pneumatic 
suspension with the aim to minimize the sprung mass vertical and pitch acceleration. The vehicle was 
modeled in ADAMS/View as a twelve degree of freedom full car and the suspension and controller were 
created in Simulink. Since the hydro-pneumatic suspension was difficult to model, empirical models were 
implemented from previous experimental test data. The software interface exchanged the suspension 
vertical displacements, velocities and accelerations and the cabin pitch and vertical velocity from ADAMS 
to Simulink with the actuator forces passed the other way. Without having to simplify the vehicle, the 
authors obtained positive results showing an increase in ride quality versus the passive vehicle.
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3.0 Global Coordinate System
For this study the axis system adopted is shown below. The forward longitudinal axis is along the 
x-axis, the vertical axis is along the z-axis and the lateral axis is along the y-axis. Roll rotation (<p) is the 
rotation of the vehicle about the x-axis; pitch rotation (0) is about the y-axis and yaw rotation (P) about the 
z-axis.
y
Figure 3.0: The global coordinate system adopted fo r  all vehicle models
3.1 ADAMS
3.1.1 Multibody Dynamics
Multibody dynamics arise in everyday systems where multiple bodies are interconnected with one 
another through joints. These joints govern and constrain how the system behaves. As Sharp {40} 
mentions, multibody dynamic problems arise naturally in biomechanics, machine dynamics, robots, 
vehicles and spacecraft. He goes on to say that since the advent of computers and well developed numerical 
methods it is now possible to solve such computationally intensive problems.
An industry standard in solving general multibody systems, ADAMS solves the equations of 
motion through numerical integration. Integration takes the following form, replacing a first order time 
derivative with a linear combination o f future and past values o f the unknown solution vector.
Y (r') fel^ a"-on>- >Y (t '+ A t)  (3.0)
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ADAMS adopts an approach which has been found to be the simplest way in generating the 
governing equations. It describes the motion of each body in a fixed Cartesian space, as if  each body were 
isolated from the other bodies in the system, and separately considers the constraint equations. In this 
manner the equations of motion are in a standard and repetitive form. The dynamic equations of the bodies 
are a set o f nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODE) derived from the Newton-Euler equations and 
the constraint equations are algebraic equations. Combined together the system is described by a set o f 
differential algebraic equations (DAE). The unknown variables consist of displacements, velocities, angular 
momenta of the bodies and constraint forces.
In ADAMS the DAE are solved by first reducing the second order dynamic equations to first order 
form, increasing the number of equations and forming a set that is said to be ‘maximal’, since its size is 
more than need be. These equations are now a set of nonlinear algebraic sparse equations that leads to 
considerable redundancy when solving. Although time is wasted in solving for variables of no interest to 
the analyst, the form of the equations are relatively simple to solve. As Nikravesh {17} mentions, ADAMS 
treats the algebraic constraint equations as a form o f differential equations where the time derivative o f the 
variables do not appear.
Solving these DAE causes the system to become ‘s tiff  (in which the corresponding linear system 
has eigenvalues of widely differing magnitudes) by introducing high frequency components. These 
artificially high frequency components result from numerical rather than physical sources, and so stiff 
integrator schemes must be used with relatively small time steps (because o f the fast varying modes). 
However small time steps can cause solver instabilities as explained in section 3.1.2.1. Another reason why 
stiff integrators are used is because any nonlinear system has eigenvalues that vary unpredictably from step 
to step and so all nonlinear systems are in danger of being stiff.
The following sections summarize the structure of ADAMS as outlined by Harris et al. {29}.
3.1.1.1 Generalized Coordinates
The location of the center of each body is:
P=[* y  z f  (3.1)
while the orientation of the rigid bodies is defined using Euler angles that correspond to the 3-1-3 rotational 
sequence with respect to the global reference frame. They are stored as an array in the following form:
e=[^0<z>]T (3.2)
These coordinates combine to form a set of generalized coordinates that uniquely define the position of the 
mechanical system:
qi=[Pi £i]T (3.3)
The body translational and angular velocity defined in the local coordinate system become:
u  = p  (3.4)
a)=Te=TC (3.5)
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Where:
T=
sin^sin# 0 cos^ 
cos^sind? 0 -sin0 
cos#  1 0
(3.6)
Considering a system o f nb bodies, there will be 6nb coordinates describing the position and orientation of 
each body. These coordinates populate the following array.
q=[q* (3.7)
3.1.1.2 Joints
Depending on the topology of the system, joint constraint equations act upon certain coordinates; they take 
the mathematical form:
O(q)=0 (3.8)
The exact relation depends strictly on the type o f joint defined, with each degree o f freedom 
removed represented by one equation. For example, a translational joint allows for one direction of 
translational movement between two bodies, removing five degrees of freedom. In this case the joint is 
described with five constraint equations. The joint collectively forms the following:
^>(q)=[o '(q) o l(q )  ... <J>*(q)]T= [® .(q ) ®2(q) ... <i>.(q)]T (3.9)
Here nj is the number of joints in the system and m  is the sum of the joint constraint equations. 
Usually the number of generalized coordinates is larger than the number o f constraints they satisfy. For the 
system to correctly move, the generalized coordinates o f the system must satisfy the constraint equations 
along with its velocity and acceleration relations.
3.1.1.3 Motion
Represented as a time dependant constraint equation, the motion of the generalized coordinate becomes a 
function o f time and adopts the form:
O (q,r)=0 (3.10)
The generalized coordinates must also satisfy the first and second time derivative o f this equation to ensure 
that the intended motion is produced.
3.1.1.4 Dynamic Equations of Motion
Assume the equations o f motion are presented in Lagrangian form:
d_
dt v a<iy 3q
Q=0 (3.11)
This can be reformulated with the introduction of Lagrange multipliers as:
d_
dt
f 3A:]
T" fdK''T +
U q J l<*qj U q J
A.-Q=0 (3 .12)
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3K
Where generalized momentum is defined as P  = —
dq
In considering the prior definition of q, the above equation is rewritten for a rigid body as:
(3.13)
d_
dt
dKY
d u j
d K ^
ac.
f d k ' t
dp
dK_
de
\ T
o  IX (np)‘ f
(nR)Tn
(3.14)
Where:
n '  = 3v
n R =
p
du
da)
a?
(3.15)
(3.16)
These equations o f motion (EOM) may be obtained by stacking together the EOM for the bodies in the 
multibody system. Notice that:
d t \ d u
dp
=M u
=0
(3.17)
(3.18)
dK
With T defined as angular momenta T = ^ - = T tJT ^
The equations o f motion may now be rewritten as:
Mu+<J>£MlT)Tf
f -^ + ® > (n*)Tii
(3.19)
(3.20)
As Harris et al. {29} notes, these first order differential equations relate how external forces 
influence the time variation of the translational and angular momenta. In combining the kinetic and 
kinematic differential equations a set o f 15 partial differential equations form to describe each body. The set 
is comprised of: six 1st order motion equations, six 1st order equations that define the velocity states and 
three 1st order angular momenta equations. The combined system takes the form:
M u+ < D ^-(np)Tf= 0
r-TTJT£=0
f - — + 4 > ^ ( n * ) Tn= 0 (3.21)
p -u =0
s-;= 0
To solve the entire system requires solving a total 15nb+m DAE.
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3.1.2 Solver Techniques
Let the above set of DAE be written as:
g(q,q,q,k,Q ,r)=0 (3.22)
To use a standard numerical integration method the equations are converted to a set o f 1st order equations 
by introducing velocity as a solution variable, this produces:
g(Y ,Y ,Q,r)=0 (3.23)
Where:
Y=[q,qA]T (3.24)
Notice: Numerical integration of equation 3.23 yields the solution vector Y.
3.1.2.1 ADAMS Solver
ADAMS offers a multitude of solvers, each having particular advantages. For this project the 
default ‘s tif f  solver Gear Stiff (GSTILL) is employed for its relative robustness. GSTIFF finds the system 
states by approximating the solution with polynomials. These functions pass through the previous solution 
values to satisfy the equations of motion at every time step. Since the velocity and acceleration kinematic 
constraint equations are only periodically enforced they may have errors associated with them. All stiff 
integrators used are based on the Backward-Difference Formula and occur in two phases: a prediction and a 
correction phase.
Prediction Phase
The prediction o f Y“+1 is based on the previous values of Y and its derivatives; it fits a polynomial through 
past values and then extrapolates to the current time. The form taken is:
values do not necessarily satisfy the equations o f motion and so a corrector algorithm is used.
Correction Phase
In the next step the residual of the governing equations from using the predicted values is reduced 
by repeated use of the corrector formulation until a convergence criterion is met. The integrator estimates 
the solution error and compares it against a specified level at which point the integrator either rejects the 
solution and takes a smaller time step or moves to the next time step. This process continues until the end 
solution time is reached. The corrector formula is:
(3.25)
This step assumes that past values are sufficient indicators of the current values, however these predicted
(3.26)
and may be rewritten as:
JAY=-g (3 .27)
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This equation relates the derivative of the states with the states themselves and transforms the 
nonlinear differential equations of the system to nonlinear algebraic difference equations. The equation is 
solved with a modified Newton-Raphson algorithm to obtain the state variables; it has the disadvantage of 
diverging from the solution if the initial guess is poor.
The Jacobian matrix (J) represents the partial differentials o f each equation o f motion with respect 
to each state variable in the system. ADAMS needs to invert this matrix, using indirect methods, to find the
state corrector. To make these indirect methods more efficient, the rows and columns o f the Jacobian are
constantly rearranged during the simulation. This process can cause instability since terms consisting o f the 
inverse of the step size exist within the matrix. Hence the Jacobian becomes ill conditioned and singular as 
the step size approaches zero.
3.1.2.2 A lternative Strategy
An alternative to solving this mixed set o f DAE is to convert it to a set o f ODE and solve it using 
relatively simple non-stiff Runge-Kutta integrators*. A process called coordinate partitioning is used, it 
involves using the constraint equations to express coordinates considered as dependent on the remainder 
considered as independent. Due to equation complexity this is performed at every time step and involves 
intensive matrix inverting. One may rewrite the equations of motion and the constraint equations as:
M (q)q+0>Jk=Q(q,q) (3.28)
<5(q)=0 (3.29)
by differentiating the constraint equation twice, the acceleration constraint equation is:
®(q)=®,q+<i>qq+®,=o (3.30)
This is appended to the dynamic equation of motion and so the equations to solve become:
M (q) Orq 
<Dq 0 “ W a ’ a I <33»J.J l - 4 > , q V
Since only acceleration constraints are considered, the body displacement and velocity may accumulate 
error causing drift; as a result penalty stabilizing algorithms are needed. However, unlike the ADAMS 
solver, when unable to solve this method will not diverge; instead, it will produce results that are 
unrealistic.
For stiff integrators, the integration step is limited by the inverse of the highest active frequency 
and for non-stiff integrators the step is limited by the inverse o f the highest frequency (active or not). An 
example o f an inactive frequency is one that has an associated overdamped eigenvalue and so although 
capable of oscillating at high frequency it usually does not due to its high damping. As a result non-stiff 
integrators are inefficient in dealing with stiff problems while stiff integrators generally sacrifice speed for 
robustness and efficiency.
*Notice: This is the approach taken by the popular DADS multibody dynamic software program.
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3.1.2.3 Linearization Algorithm
The process used in ADAMS in linearizing the equations o f motion is explained by Sohoni et al. 
{41} and yields a complete set o f eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Once rewritten as first-order equations, the 
system is linearized about a user specified operating point of Y’ =(Yo ,Y0 ,Qo ,t0) as:
Where:
<?g=A1|Y.£Y-B1|y.£Y+J |
A = —  
1 dY
1 dY
• £ Q + ^ |dt
•S t=0 (3.32)
(3.33)
(3.34)
and S Y ,S Y ,S Q ,S t  are variations about Y0,Yo ,Q0 ,t0
It is assumed that g is in a state o f equilibrium such that Ax and Bi are time invariant and so 
dg/d t =0. Furthermore if  the linearized equation 3.32 is homogeneous by letting <SQ=0 then:
S Y =emz 
and ...
S Y = a e mz
Substituting these two equations into 3.32 leads to the generalized eigenvalue problem of:
AjZ = <t BiZ (3.35)
To solve this problem the Ai and Bx matrices are first needed. Sohoni et al. {41} notices that the 
Jacobian matrix, defined in equation 3.27 calculates these matrices for the corrector formula during the 
numerical integration procedure. He goes on to state that the problem is not well posed since the Bx matrix 
is singular and claims the source of the problem is from the fact that no Lagrange multiplier terms appear in 
g, more specifically some of the eigenvalues are undefined due to the presence o f the constraint equations. 
Sohoni et al. {41} also states that the presence of the algebraic equations creates infinite eigenvalues; these 
equations may be viewed as elements o f infinite stiffness leading to eigenvalues o f infinite magnitude. 
Element Condensation
To cope with this problem, Sohoni et al. {41} condenses out the elements that result from the 
algebraic constraint equations. To begin, the constraint equations are rewritten as linear algebraic equations:
<53>=—
3q
£q=0 (3.36)
From this it is possible to express the dependant components of 5q in terms o f the remaining independent 
coordinates. From coordinate partitioning equation 3.36 can be written as:
[<*>» <*>v] S \
=0 (3 .37)
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Now the above equation can be used to write the dependent variables in terms o f the independent 
coordinates as:
£u=
v
S v (3.38)
In partitioned form the original eigenvalue problem is rewritten as:
<?u <?u
S \ S \
Sii =cB2 5u
S \ S y
s x SX
(3.39)
Substituting equations 3.38 into 3.39 yields:
S v S v
A S v =®B <Jv
SX SX
(3.40)
Upon further manipulation 8X can be algebraically eliminated to give a condensed form which cannot be 
reduced any further. In this form the system matrices are well suited for eigen analysis.
3.2 Control Algorithm
3.2.1 Linear Quadratic Regulator
Optimal control involves finding the best control within the confines of satisfying conflicting requirements.
An example is the linear time invariant quadratic regulator; it is derived from a linear plant in the standard
state space form:
x(r)=Ax(r)+B,u(f)+B2w(f) (3.41)
y(r)=Cx(r)+Du*(r) (3.42)
B=[B, B2] (3.43)
u* = [u w] (3.44)
The full state feedback control is:
u=-klqrx (3.45)
where k]qr is the optimal LQR gain. The best possible gain is one that minimizes the quadratic cost function 
comprised o f weighting matrices Q and R:
J = j (xTQx+uTRuVf
The gain that satisfies this requirement is:
k ^ R ' V P
where the P matrix is unique and found by solving the algebraic matrix Riccati equation:
At P+PA -PB ,R 1B1t P+Q=0
(3.46)
(3.47)
(3 .48)
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By substituting equation 3.45 into equation 3.41 one obtains:
x=Ax-B1klqrx+B2w=(A-B1k lqr)x+B2w
let AP=A-B,k1()r
(3.49)
(3.50)
A p is the closed loop system matrix that includes the plant and the controller. Its properties describe the 
behaviour of the controlled system.
3.2.1.1 Cost Function
The penalty function can be interpreted as follows.
|  (uTRu)dr (3.51)
This term is a measure o f the amount of control effort and in many cases can be interpreted as the control 
energy. The function is a least effort measure that minimizes the expended energy; the term uTRu is 
always positive because of the definition of R.
J (xJQx)dt (3.52)
This is the integral o f the error squared of a tracking system where x=xactual-xdesired. For this application 
Xdesired is zero. Hence the controller tracks a desired state value o f zero; this type of controller is called a 
regulator. From the definition of Q, xTQx is always positive or zero.
Notice that while the integral in equation 3.46 spans infinity, J is a finite number. This implies that 
since it is an integral consisting of the states, the state error goes to zero as time goes to infinity, which 
guarantees the closed loop stability o f the system.
The Q and R matrices are numerically defined by the user and determine the relative importance of 
the input energy and state response. They are weighting matrices which control the system response. For 
example, selecting a numerically large Q matrix implies that to keep J small the state response must be 
small. This results in closed loop poles that are further left in the s-plane. Also a numerically large R matrix 
means that less control effort will be used, this implies that the poles are generally slower and result in a 
larger state response value.
The weightings can also differ between the control input and the states. For example, by changing 
the relative numerical values within the Q matrix, certain states are weighted more than others such that the 
system response can be controlled as desired. For this research the Q and R matrix are chosen as diagonal 
matrices where each value corresponds to a certain state and control input.
Example.
'10 0 o' Mlet Q = 0 1 0 and x = x2
0 0 3 , X3,
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Here 10 corresponds to Xi, 1 to x2 and 3 to x3. As a result X! is weighted the most and will have the smallest 
response, followed by x3 and then x2. The state variables used for all the models are listed in Appendix A 
and B.
3.2.1.2 Solution Condition
The requirements for an LQR solution are:
i) (A,B) is stabilizable.
Definition.
If  a system is stable or controllable then it is stabilizable.
Hence the system is stabilizable if its uncontrollable states/modes are stable, while its controllable 
states/modes may be unstable. Thus the pair (A,B) is stabilizable if A p can be made asymptotically stable 
(negative real eigenvalues), else J will be infinite.
If controllable, there exists a control that will transfer any initial state to any desired state, allowing 
any set of eigenvalues to be assigned. This property guarantees that the optimal cost is finite and so can 
replace the weaker condition of stabilizability.
ii) (A,C) is at least detectable or observable.
This condition ensures the uniqueness of the positive semi-definite solution to the Riccati equation and the 
stability o f the closed loop system. If detectable any unstable modes are observable and its unobservable 
modes, if any, are stable.
iii) R>0, a positive definite or real symmetric matrix 
Q>0, a positive definite or semi-definite matrix
Note that no constraint is placed on the stability o f the original plant; this is because stability is guaranteed 
regardless o f whether the original system is stable when using LQR.
3.2.2 State Observer
If not all state variables are available for measurement by sensors, they may be estimated. First let:
x = x - x (3.53)
S-1 S-* V  V '
error actual estimate
and assume the following state estimator form:
x=Ax+Bu*+L(y-y) (3.54)
The last term is a correcting term that reacts to the output error o f the state estimator; it takes the form of
proportional error feedback. Now differentiate equation 3.53 and substitute accordingly (D matrix is zero):
x=x-x (3.55)
k=(Ax+Bu* )-(Ax+Bu* +LC(x-x)) (3.56)
x=(A-LC)x (3.57)
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Thus the response o f the estimation error is determined by the eigenvalues o f (A-LC). If  (A,C) is 
stable, the error will converge to zero regardless of the initial values used. It is possible to choose L  to attain 
any desired error dynamics as long as (A,C) is observable.
3.2.2.1 Kalman-Bucy Filter
This filter has been applied to inertial navigation, sensor calibration, radar tracking, manufacturing, 
economics, signal processing and freeway traffic modeling. It was also implemented in the trajectory 
estimation and control problem for the Apollo project. Grewal et al. {4} claim that it is one of the greater 
discoveries in the history o f statistical estimation theory and possibly the greatest discovery in the twentieth 
century.
As an optimal estimator it provides the best estimate of the states for a system perturbed by 
random noise. Like LQR it is optimal with respect to a quadratic cost function, taking a quantitative 
consideration of the noise and finding the best estimate despite its presence. In addition the filter provides a 
compromise between the speed o f state reconstruction and its level o f vulnerability to noise. This balance is 
determined by the magnitudes o f the noise intensities.
The Kalman filter meets two criteria:
1. The expected value o f the estimate equals the expected value of the state. Hence "on average" the 
estimate of the state will equal the true state.
2. Of all possible estimation algorithms, the Kalman filter minimizes the expected value o f the square o f the 
estimation error. Hence "on average" the algorithm gives the smallest possible estimation error.
Now let the plant be described as:
x=Ax+B, u+B, w + Gw
(3.58)
y=Cx+Du + H w + y
Here the process and measurement noise (w and v  respectively) are assumed to be uncorrelated, 
zero mean, stationary white noise. Probabilistic information about noise is summarized by its covariance 
and usually attained from test data, its form is as follows.
E(w)=E(y)=0
E(wwT)=Qn
E(wuT)=Rn
The filter takes the form of equation 3.54 with output:
V c
x +
0
= 11
X i 0
And the optimal estimator gain is mathematically derived to equal:
L=PeCTR ; 1 (3.60)
where Pe is determined from solving the matrix Riccati differential equation:
APe+PeAT-PeCTR n 1CPe+GQnG T=0 (3.61)
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In this way the following quadratic error function is minimized.
lim  E((x-x)(x-x) )
t->a
(3.62)
The requirements for the Kalman creation are:
i. (A,G) is stabilizable
ii. (A,C) is detectable
3.2.3 State Estimate Feedback Control
To combine the ideal plant, the full state feedback controller and the state estimator, the full state feedback 
control input force becomes a function of the estimated states:
u=-Kx=-K(x-x) (3.63)
Using this equation with the plant (equation 3.41) and estimator (equation 3.54) but ignoring the road input 
disturbance yields the combined system, (D is a zero matrix):
A-BK BK 
0 A-LC
Since the combined system has a characteristic equation of det[A-BK-sI]*det[A-LC-sI]=0 the 
dynamics of the observer and controller (their eigenvalues) are independent o f one another. Thus their 
design can be done separately. However, the real components of the eigenvalues of the estimator should be 
much further left in the s-plane than the eigenvalues of the LQR. This will ensure that the estimated error 
will die quickly compared to the dynamics o f the controlled system.
3.2.4 Skyhook and Ground-Hook Damper
In this idealized system, the vehicle model is configured as shown in Figure 3.1. Here the skyhook damper 
generates the force:
X
X
(3.64)
Fsky—CskyZs
and the modified ground-hook damper generates the force:
F8h=cEiA
(3.65)
(3.66)
Skyhook
Damper
Active 
Element, 
u=0 for 
this ModelGround-Hook
Damper
Figure 3.1: Implementation o fS  & G damping
within ADAM S fo r  the quarter car model
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3.2.5 Semi-Active Control
The following switching law is taken from that first derived by Karnopp et al. {26}.
In deriving switching laws for a semi-active damper, one must ensure that the active element does 
not inject energy into the system; rather the element should only dissipate energy (i.e. the system loses 
energy). As a result the element is restricted to generating forces whose associated power is dissipative. For
the damper, work is the transferred energy to the system and power is the rate at which work is done. The
following equations and sign conventions are adopted by Karnopp et al. {26} as:
Work=FDxD (3.67)
Power=FDxD (3.68)
where:
Fd>0 indicates a tensile force 
Fd<0 is a compressive force 
xD is the relative displacement of the damper and 
if xD >0 then the element is extended 
if xD <0 then the element is compressed 
In using the above definitions, dissipative work and power occur when:
Fdxd >0 (3.69)
Fdxd >0 (3.70)
This implies that if the relative displacement is increasing, FD is tensile and if  decreasing FD is 
compressive. With the above restrictions one may derive switching control laws that ensure the element 
behaves as a damper. The damper is instructed to switch to low/off damping during situations where energy 
is required to be injected into the system, one possible scheme is:
if  Fd*d >0 (3.71)
F,mn if FDkD < 0  (3.72)
To create this changing desired force in a real damper the damping coefficient is altered according 
to the following.
p  —p
r D desired (3.73)
C s * D d e s ire d (3.74)
F„  desired 
L s ~ . (3.75)
X D
3.3 Software Interface
When interfacing ADAMS with Simulink, ADAMS/Control gives the user two distinct options in 
solving the system. These two methods are significantly different and are outlined below. With both solve 
methods, the user can choose any o f the available Matlab integrators.
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3.3.1 Function Evaluation Method/Continuous Mode
In this mode, numerical integration of both the ADAMS and Simulink models are done by Matlab,
ADAMS is nothing more than a function evaluator. The ADAMS plant model is represented by the
equations:
x=f(x,u,r) (3.76)
y=f(x,u,r) (3.77)
As mentioned previously the ADAMS plant is a set of DAE that consists o f the dynamic equations 
of motion and the constraint equations. The output function (y) on the other hand is a set o f  complex 
nonlinear equations. The Simulink model is of the form:
z=f(z,y,r) (3.78)
u=f(z,y,f) (3.79)
As before the state equation is a set o f DAE while the output is a set of complex nonlinear equations.
Since the ADAMS equations are written in a non-minimal form they are reduced to minimize the 
number of states that Simulink must integrate. ADAMS achieves this by using coordinate partitioning via 
the Adams Bashforth-Adams Moulton integrator formula. The reduced form distinguishes between the 
independent and dependent variables (xi and x2 respectively):
x^f^X j.X j.u .r) (3.80)
0=f2(x,,x2,r) (3.81)
ADAMS isolates the dependent variables by solving the implicit algebraic equation f2; here the 
dependant variables are expressed as algebraic functions of the independent variables. These dependent 
variables are then substituted into ft resulting in a compact set of ODE based on a minimum set of 
independent states. The resulting ODE takes the form:
xA=f(xA,r) (3.82)
During a simulation ADAMS receives xA and u from Simulink. It then calculates the dependant 
variables (by evaluating f2), the Lagrange multipliers (constraint forces) along with xA (based on equation 
3.82) which it sends to Simulink. From this, Matlab forms a set o f ODE that describes the entire system; 
using these equations it integrates for xA and the process advances to the next time step.
3.3.2 Cosimulation Method/Discrete Mode
With cosimulation, integration of the ADAMS and Simulink model is performed by their 
respective solver. At every time interval Matlab and ADAMS stops and updates one another with new state 
values. The ADAMS plant is now represented as:
x=f(x,Uk ,t) (3.83)
y=f(x,Uk ,r) (3.84)
ADAMS considers the input constant in the interval [k/,(k+l)f] while it performs the 
integration. It sends its output to Matlab at the end of each interval while receiving Uk+i from Matlab for the
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next interval. Where in the previous method the plant and controller were treated as one continuous system, 
here the two are discretized with sampling rates. The output step size (sampling rate) is the interval at which 
information is exchanged between Simulink and ADAMS.
To effectively capture the response o f the system, the developers o f ADAMS suggest sampling the 
mechanical system at more than twice the highest frequency of interest in on the mechanical side. Below 
this value, false frequencies may develop or high frequency noise might be converted into a lower 
frequency (these events are known as aliasing).
As such, the highest frequency of interest for the vehicle is chosen to be 20Hz, which is well above 
the sprung mass natural frequency (in the range of 10-14Hz). Hence, a sample frequency at 40Hz would be 
adequate. However, to achieve a smooth response a sample frequency of 1kHz was used instead; at this rate 
the solving times were still reasonable.
3.3.3 Interface Notes
Function Evaluation Method/Continuous Mode
• Typically this method is numerically more difficult to solve.
• Within Matlab one large system of equations are formed that represent both the control and mechanical 
scheme. When integrating these equations the integrator ‘sees’ a continuous system, ensuring that the 
system dynamics are captured and so a very accurate result is achieved. Hence it should be used when the 
two domains are highly coupled.
• Has a tendency to fail when the ADAMS model is stiff.
Cosimulation Method/Discrete Mode
• Most useful when the ADAMS model is numerically stiff since the Matlab integrators can’t handle it as 
well.
• For most problems cosimulation is the more efficient method. It is faster and handles complex systems 
better.
• Since cosimulation discretizes the system, it is more suitable to solving discontinuous system, for example 
controllers that are digital.
• Even when properly sampled, this method may at times not capture all the dynamics because of the 
software decoupling. However, for this study, no differences were noticed compared to the function 
evaluation method results.
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4.0 Vehicle
Since the vehicle is traveling straight for all simulations, the lateral forces produced by the tires are 
typically small, and therefore not considered. Thus, the tires are modeled as vertical springs representing the 
radial stiffness, and only vertical disturbances are considered. Also, in all vehicles the tire damping is 
neglected since its effect is also small, an assumption used in most ride studies.
In connecting the tire spring to the unsprung mass, a ‘dummy’ massless body is first created. It is 
constrained to the unsprung mass using a translational joint, according to Figure 4.0b. With the other end of 
the body constrained by the road motion, the body is fully constrained and has no effect on the dynamics of 
the model. The spring is then created and connected to the spindle and to the opposite end of the dummy 
body. The dummy body is needed because in ADAMS, the ends of a spring must be defined by two 
separate parts and motion is not considered a part.
All vehicle models developed have two types of inputs, the road disturbance and the force from the 
active element. The road input is modeled as a vertical displacement in the form o f step functions, sine 
waves, etc. It is imposed on the end of the dummy body that coincides with the end o f the tire spring at the 
ground. Hence, at the ground the model is only constrained vertically. The active force element (whether 
for a semi-active or fully-active system) is placed in the same location as the passive strut unit and is 
modeled as an equal and opposite force element in ADAMS.
In modeling the fully-active suspension, the same conventional struts used in the passive vehicles 
are retained. As a result, differences between passive and active systems can only be attributed to the 
addition of the active element.
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Dummy Line/ 
Spindle Constraint
Spindli
Road Motion 
Input
Dummy Body
(b)
Active
Element
Strut-
Tire
Spring
( a )
Figure 4.0: The quarter car lumped mass model (a) and the litis model (b)
4.0.1 Lumped Mass Vehicle
For these preliminary models, the suspension is not modeled since the control arms are ignored. 
Instead the body and wheel assembly are represented as separate lumped masses with a strut unit/force 
element linking them (Figure 4.0a). In these models the unsprung mass is constrained to move vertically 
using translational joints within ADAMS. Furthermore, only linear spring and damper rates are employed 
by using the ADAMS spring/damper element. These springs have no preload and gravity is turned off, 
which means that the initial vehicle configuration is in static equilibrium. Although not representative of 
reality, the settings simplify these models so that modeling procedures could be more quickly and easily 
developed.
Due to the simplicity of these models they need only be described by linear ordinary differential 
equations and do not require the use of algebraic constraint equations. As a result their symbolic equations 
are derived and cast into state-space form with relative ease. The matrices are then solved in Simulink and 
compared with the other modeling methods for validation.
The parameters used for the lumped mass models are taken from Bouazara et al. {25}; they are 
values that correspond to a typical passenger car. The values quoted are for a seven degree of freedom full 
vehicle model and are adjusted accordingly for the quarter and half car models.
4.0.1.1 Quarter Car Model
As discussed in the introduction, one quarter o f the vehicle is modeled with two masses that are 
constrained to move vertically using the ADAMS translational joint. The values used represent the front 
comer of the full vehicle model from Bouazara et al. {25}.
4.0.1.2 Half Car Model
To capture the pitching characteristics of a vehicle, a half car model is constructed according to 
Figure 4.1. The body now represents half the weight o f the vehicle while both the front and rear unsprung 
masses are included. Here the body is allowed to translate vertically and rotate about the lateral axis and as 
a result this model has four degrees o f freedom. To restrict the body motion in ADAMS the sprung mass is
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constrained using the parallel and in-line axis primitive joints. In the interest o f space the results from this 
model are not discussed. The response of this model is consistent with both the quarter and full car models 
and so presents no new insight into these systems.
Figure 4.1: ADAM S h a lf car model
In this model and others that follow, linearization is required to put the model in state-space form. 
This need arises in part from the nonlinear sine and cosine terms that describe the rotational motion. These 
terms are simplified by assuming only small rotations exist, it is assumed that:
sinG = 0 (4.0)
cosG = 1 (4.1)
This is a reasonable assumption since the associated error is relatively small for typical rotations 
experienced by the vehicle (generally <10° for body pitch and roll).
4.0.1.3 Full Car Model
The models above are extended to a full car in which all four wheels are included and the entire
vehicle body mass used. The body has three degrees o f freedom: vertical translation, pitch and roll. This
coincides with the model developed by Bouazara et al. {25} where body yaw is ignored due to previous 
studies that indicate that its effects on comfort and road holding is negligible. In removing the undesired 
motions from the sprung mass, inline and perpendicular primitive joints in ADAMS are applied.
Figure 4.2: ADAM S fu ll car model
4.0.1.4 S and G Model
Known as S & G damping, this model replaces the strut damper with a skyhook and a ground-hook 
damper. For this idealized ADAMS model, the skyhook damper is installed between the sprung mass and 
absolute ground, while the ground-hook damper is connected from the unsprung mass to absolute ground. 
The configuration can be seen for a quarter car model in Figure 3.1 and is implemented to compare with the 
semi-active controller. Since this configuration is thought to be the best case scenario for semi-active
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control, it is ideal to evaluate the performance o f the semi-active switch controller. Results for only the 
quarter car model are shown in this study.
4.0.2 Bombardier litis Utility Truck
The Bombardier litis utility truck is currently used by the Canadian military. It employs 
independent suspension consisting o f a lower control arm with one common leaf spring serving as the upper 
control arm for both left and right suspension units. Bump stops are placed on the body to limit the 
movement o f the wheel in bounce. For ease o f design and manufacture, the front and rear suspension units 
are the mirror image o f one another.
In a 1990 workshop hosted by the International Association of Vehicle System Dynamics called 
‘Multibody Systems Analysis Methods and Computer Codes’, problems were selected to compare the 
results from using different multibody dynamic software packages. The litis was among the systems chosen 
and was modeled by researchers at Queen’s University. Measurements were taken from the vehicle and 
published in {7} to encourage duplication. The intent o f this virtual model was to leave nothing to the 
interpretation o f the user when creating it.
Figure 4.3: litis utility truck
In this benchmarking model all bodies are considered rigid and the data is given for the vehicle 
nominal position, i.e. the position o f the vehicle just as it is about to sit on the ground. This is not the static 
equilibrium position, but rather the designed position o f the suspension before equilibrium. The leaf springs 
are modeled as in Figure 4.6 and consist o f a rigid massless upper control arm with a vertical spring 
connected between the cabin body and the top o f the spindle. Incorporated into the stiffness o f  this vertical 
spring is the bump stop stiffness.
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Leaf Spring-
Figure 4.4: litis utility truck suspension unit
4.0.2.1 Force Elements
The strut spring for the benchmarking vehicle is described as:
Fs=-4.0092xl06+(2.8397xl0'V(6.7061xl07);t2+(5.2796xl0'V fo r*  in [m] (4.2)
In this form, a positive position of * corresponds to a tensile force. Meanwhile the strut damper force is a 
combination of three equations:
FD=9945.627v+33955.72v2-59832.25v3-395651.0v4 for -0.2 < v < 0.21m/s (4.3)
FD=-416.42+1844.3v fo rv< -0 .2m /s (4.4)
Fd=1919.1638+1634.727v fo rv> 0 .21m /s (4.5)
Where v is in [m/s] and like before, a positive direction of velocity corresponds to a force in tension.
To model the effects o f the bump stop the vertical spring has two distinct stiffness values. When 
the bump stop is not engaged the vertical spring stiffness is 35906N/m and jumps to 107N/m when contact 
occurs. Engagement occurs for a vertical wheel displacement of 70mm from the nominal position; through 
simulation it is found that this corresponds to when the vertical spring displacement is 63.85mm in the front 
and 63.40mm in the rear (relative to the spring length in the nominal position).
4.0.2.2 Virtual Model
Both a quarter and full vehicle model o f the litis are built in ADAMS. Since handling manoeuvres 
are not considered, steering effects are not important and so the wheels are constrained to not steer and the 
tie rods are not included. Here gravity and spring preloads are used, unlike the lumped mass models.
Revolute joints are used to connect the control arms with the cabin, the top connection o f the 
control arm and the spindle uses a hooke joint and the lower connection employs a spherical joint. This 
combination of joints is chosen since it does not produce any redundant constraint equations. It should be 
noted that when redundant equations existed, ADAMS either could not find static equilibrium (and thus 
could not linearize the vehicle) or if linearized, the resulting modal analysis gave inconsistent solutions.
The strut spring is modeled in ADAMS by defining a general force element between the sprung 
and unsprung mass; it uses equation 4.2 as its definition. This equation references markers within the model 
to determine the length of the spring; in this way the resulting force is generated.
On the other hand both the vertical spring and strut damper are modeled with the spring/damper 
element. Their nonlinear rates are defined by inputting force versus spring displacement/damper velocity
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numerical values that satisfy the above equations. This data is then used to construct a best fit polynomial 
spline that ADAMS uses to calculate and generate the associated force based on the current spring 
displacement/damper velocity. This feature is used instead of the generalized force element since the 
definitions o f these elements are discontinuous and so cannot be modeled with a single equation like the 
nonlinear strut spring.
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Figure 4.5: ADAM S graphical user interface o f  the nonlinear damping element
4.0.2.3 Quarter Car Model
The quarter car model has two degrees o f freedom, one from the suspension and the other from the 
vertical movement o f the cabin. A translational joint is used to constrain the body, whose weight is roughly 
one quarter the weight o f the vehicle body.
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Massless Control
Arm and Vertical 
Spring- Replaces the 
Leaf Spring
Hooke
JointRevolute
Joint
Spherical
Joint
Figure 4.6: ADAMS quarter car model o f  litis
4.0.2.4 Full Car Model
With the full car model the sprung mass is a free body and so the model has a total o f  ten degrees 
o f freedom. Although the ends o f the tires are constrained to move vertically, there are no lateral or 
longitudinal constraints on the entire system. If a net force results in either o f these directions the model 
could drift. To deal with this, bushings are attached to the ends o f the tire with translational stiffness values 
o f lON/m in the global x, y and z directions. This insignificantly small stiffness is enough to keep the 
vehicle stable during a five second simulation. The quarter car version does not need these bushings since 
the translational joint on the car body supplies a lateral and longitudinal constraint while the road motion 
supplies a vertical one.
Figure 4.7: ADAM S fu ll car model o f  litis
4.0.2.5 Full Car Model with Suspension Bushings
Suspension bushings are used at component interfaces (such as connecting the control arms to the 
body) to give compliance to the suspension, reduce static friction, reduce noise, minimize stress failures due 
to shock loading, etc. These components are normally made o f rubber compounds or other elastomer 
materials. In adding bushings to the full car model, the number o f  degrees o f freedom rises dramatically. 
This is because the two bodies that a bushing connects are not constrained to move in a defined way relative 
to one another. Instead a bushing produces an opposing force in response to the relative movement o f  the 
bodies it connects. As a result, the two bodies may move in any direction relative to each other.
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To limit the number of degrees o f freedom of the model, bushings are only placed between the 
mounting points o f the control arms and the cabin body. When added, the degrees of freedom o f the litis 
jump from ten to thirty-eight. Since bushings are not included in the original benchmarking litis model, 
values are estimated and are based on the work o f W ood {24}. He gives the translational and rotational 
bushing stiffnesses used in a production sport utility vehicle. Since this vehicle is similar in size and layout 
to the litis, the values he quoted should be appropriate for use in the ADAMS model. However these values 
were modified when implemented in this model, but because the values used have the same order of 
magnitude as the original values they should still be reasonable.
Since the model only uses one link to represent each control arm and since the tie rods are not 
modeled, only the bushings prevent the suspension from yawing relative to the cabin. It is found through 
simulation that the rotational stiffness of the bushings about the vertical axis had to be significantly 
increased from the values quoted from W ood {24} to ensure the suspension did not yaw excessively with 
respect to the sprung mass. Although an unrealistic situation, the purpose of adding the bushings is to see if 
the LQR algorithm and the software interface can handle the increased model size and the increased data 
being passed back and forth.
4.1 Controller
4.1.1 Linear Quadratic Regulator
Calculation of the LQR gain is straightforward within Matlab. Knowing the state space matrices of 
the ADAMS model, and defining the weighting matrices correctly, the LQR gain matrix is found using the 
Matlab command:
kiqi=lqr( A,B ] ,Q R )
For the function to solve, all four matrices that it refers to must be defined in the Matlab 
workspace and must comply with the restrictions outlined in Chapter Three. Within Simulink this gain is 
implemented using the gain block shown below.
Control
Forces
System
States
Figure 4.8: Simulink block representation 
o f  the LQR controller
4.1.2 Kalman-Bucy Filter
As with the LQR algorithm, the Kalman filter design within Matlab requires knowledge of the 
vehicle state space matrices along with the noise co-variance matrices. The state space matrices of the 
vehicle must be defined as a state space object using the command:
sys=ss( A,B ,CS,DS)
The Kalman filter is then created using the function:
KeSt = kalman(sys,Q„,Rn)
KeSt is an object containing state space matrices that describe the filter, these matrices are extracted with the 
command:
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C es„D es t]= s s d a ta (K est)
Following this function the matrices are now in the Matlab workplace environment, and are referenced by 
Simulink using the state-space block shown below.
V eh ic le
S ensor
O utputs
E stim ates
= Ax+Bu 
y  = Cx*Du
V ehic le
System S enso r
S ta te O utpu tsK alm an  Filter
E stim ates
Figure 4.9: Simulink block representation o f  the Kalman filter
4.1.3 Semi-Active Control
In accordance with the equations developed in chapter three, for this project Fmin is set to zero
which is the most ideal situation and F ^ s c ^ z , ,  hence the active damper simulates skyhook damping
when damping is provided and so FD=cskyzs . Although unrealistic since a damper will always generate a
force in response to motion, this algorithm provides a best case scenario.
The semi-active switching relations (equation 3.71 and 3.72) can be implemented in Simulink 
using various methods. The method applied involves the creation of a Matlab function that is saved as an 
Matlab m-file. It is then referred to by Simulink using the Simulink function block and the switching is
performed according to the block input. The block arrangement is shown in Figure 4.10. In considering a
quarter car model, the switching function of equations 3.71 and 3.72 are modified as follows. Since
(4.6)
then cskyzs if (cskyzs)(zs-zu)>0 (4.7)
0 if (cskyzs)(zs- z j < 0  (4.8)
By ignoring the scalar csky in the switching criteria, the following is developed:
csk,zs if z ,(z ,-zu)>0 (4 -9>
0 if z .(z .-zu) < 0  (4.10)
The Matlab function switches its output between c5ky and zero depending on the magnitude of its input
zs( V z J -
^desired —^sky —C sky ^s
C ontro l S p ru n g
V e lo c ity
D a m p in g
C o e ff ic ie n t S w itch
M ATLAB
F u n c tio n
U n sp rung
V e lo c ity
Figure 4.10: Semi- active, ideal skyhook damping switch block diagram
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Although the controllers discussed are for implementation with the quarter car model, the 
principals are simply extended to the more complicated full car models. For these models, when damping is 
on, a dissipative damping force proportional to the absolute vertical velocity of the comer o f the vehicle 
body is applied by the suspension strut. For the litis models, the switching functions use the same relations, 
except now the strut velocity equation is complicated because o f the kinematic suspension. This is dealt 
with by outputting this measure from the ADAMS vehicle plant instead of deriving its analytical form.
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Although a powerful tool, ADAMS/Controls is not flexible in that it does not offer many options, 
and certain shortcomings force the interface process to be adopted accordingly. Oddly enough, it is the 
requirement of linearizing the ADAMS model to solve the LQR algorithm and the Kalman filter that 
presents most o f the challenges. The overall process for this linearization is likened to simplifying, within 
ADAMS, the model for proper exportation and then rebuilding it within Simulink.
5.0 ADAMS/Matlab Interface
A brief overview o f the procedure for interfacing ADAMS with Matlab follows, for a detailed 
description refer to {11}.
After building the model in ADAMS, the input and output variables are defined by creating ‘state 
variables’. These are the measures that the user wishes to use as inputs and outputs for the ADAMS block 
in Simulink. The ADAMS/Controls interface window is then opened, within which the plant inputs and 
outputs are specified by referring to these state variables.
An available option is whether to export a linear or nonlinear model into Simulink. The linear 
option exports the time invariant state-space matrices of the ADAMS model and all calculations are 
performed by Matlab with no communication between the two programs. Directly before exporting the 
linear ADAMS model, the program must solve for static equilibrium, without doing this the system will not 
linearize. The nonlinear option creates a direct-feedthrough interface to link the two software suites by 
creating a Simulink block of the ADAMS model. With this option the user does not have to perform a static 
analysis before exporting the block to Simulink.
After exporting the system, ADAMS is abandoned and Simulink is entered. Using designated 
Matlab commands, a block representation of the ADAMS model is created. At this point the user creates 
the Simulink system and connects it to the ADAMS block accordingly. Subsequent simulations are 
controlled within Simulink in terms o f executing the run and specifying its duration. For nonlinear 
simulations the communication sample rate and simulation type (i.e. continuous versus discrete mode) are 
also specified within Simulink. Results are viewed within Simulink and for nonlinear simulations can also 
be exported into ADAMS for use with its post-processor.
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Road
Nonlinear 
ADAMS Plant
Linear 
ADAMS Plant
Control Input 
Forces
Control Input 
Forces
irtl O utl
ini
Outl
Simulink ControllerSimulink Controller
Figure 5.0: ADAM S Simulink interfacing configurations within Simulink
5.0.1 Linear Lumped Mass Model Extraction
A drawback of the LQR controller is that it’s based on a linear version of the plant. A linear model 
may be viewed as a photograph; it captures a continuously changing system at an instant in time and so is 
limited in its description. Since the eigenvalues for nonlinear systems change with time, the LQR gain is 
only optimal for the nonlinear vehicle configuration that coincides with the linear model used to construct 
the gain. Hence it is important that the multibody system be linearized about a reasonable configuration; for 
vehicle models this is usually the static equilibrium position.
When attempting to obtain the linear system matrices of the vehicle, capturing the vertical 
displacement o f the road input proves problematic. Since motion is a constraint that removes the degree of 
freedom in its direction, the vertical degree of freedom o f the tire contact patch is eliminated. But when 
ADAMS constructs the B2 matrix for the linear model, the input variables must have an associated degree 
of freedom. Also motion function expressions can only be functions of time but during linearization time is 
frozen. Because of these conflicts the resulting B2 matrix generated by ADAMS is zero. In short, motions 
within ADAMS cannot be captured as inputs in the state-space matrices.
For simple models this is not serious as the B2 matrix can be derived and constructed in Simulink. 
However for a complicated multibody system, having the user derive the nonlinear equations and then 
synthesize the corresponding linear equations is too complicated a task. Hence a procedure is needed to 
automatically extract the B2 matrix from the virtual ADAMS model.
General Force 
Element of the 
Active ElementGeneral Force 
Element of the 
Tire Spring
Figure 5.1: ADAM S quarter car model with the tire force input
Since force is not a constraint it can be captured as an input when linearizing a system. Using this 
property, the tire spring in ADAMS is eliminated and replaced by a generalized force element whose 
magnitude is defined as an input from Simulink. The tire force is now calculated within Simulink and fed 
into the plant as shown in Figure 5.1 and 5.2. For the lumped mass models, the reconstructed tire force in 
Simulink is:
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Ft-  -k,( zu _zroa(j) (5.0)
tire Spring 
1 Rate
Tire Force 
Calculation
lire Force
x '=  Ax+Bu 
y*  Cx+Du
» |x4
Tire Force 
Osculation
Vertical Tire 
Displacement 
Profile ControlForce
|Unsprung Mass Displacement^
Figure 5.2: Simulink diagram o f  the tire force construction
The plant matrices now use tire force as its input, however to find the LQR gain system matrices 
with the road displacement as input is required. To change the input for the matrices a separate Simulink 
file is created as illustrated in Figure 5.3 for the quarter car model.
W w
Input Ft
r > H4
Calculation
Tire Force
Outputs
ADAMS Plant
Unspmn^M^^ispteemen^
Figure 5.3: Block diagram fo r  linmod function <filename>
The following command in Matlab, which refers to this Simulink file, extracts the desired matrices.
[A,B,C,D]=linmod(‘<filename>’)
The linmod command linearizes and extracts the state-space model o f the block diagram specified 
within the file <filename>. The new inputs and outputs are defined using the inport and outport blocks 
while the state space variables o f the original ADAMS plant are preserved.
An alternative method to the above procedure exists. One may feed the road profile from Simulink 
directly into ADAMS and then calculate and apply the tire force within ADAMS. This method has the 
advantage o f not having to perform the linmod command since the linearized ADAMS plant matrices 
would have the desired inputs for the creation of the LQR controller. Also this method linearizes the system 
once using one software whereas the previous method requires linearization by ADAMS and then by 
Matlab.
For this study the first method is implemented. Since the radial stiffness o f the tire is linear the 
linmod calculation in Matlab is straightforward and so introduces negligible error. This was confirmed by 
numerous simulations on the matter.
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5.0.2 Nonlinear Exchangeable Measures
In using the nonlinear interface, information is continuously passed back and forth between the 
two software suites. In this mode it is desired to define the vertical road profile within Simulink and feed it 
into ADAMS. In this way changing the road input can be done easily, quickly and conveniently without 
having to reopen and resave ADAMS to change the road profile. However exchanging motion between the 
two programs is not a straightforward matter since the solvers tend to find the scenario unacceptable. This 
inability to solve is due to how the information is used/applied in the receiving program and on the solver 
methods.
An imposing motion is defined as a driving motion (i.e. fixing a body to accelerate at a specific 
rate) that is treated as a constraint in ADAMS, whereas a measured motion is the resulting movement o f the 
body measured by sensors; it is not a constraint. Motion can be transferred from Simulink to ADAMS if it 
is not used as an imposing motion in ADAMS, for example, if  the motion input is used by ADAMS to 
calculate and apply a force on the system. It has also been found that passing measured motion from 
ADAMS to Matlab is acceptable.
Motion cannot be passed to ADAMS when in ADAMS it is defined and treated as an imposing 
motion. This restriction stems from the fact that the communication of the two programs occurs at a discrete 
sampled rate (in discrete mode). As a result motion is treated as discrete and a discrete step in motion gives 
an infinite acceleration. In addition, because o f the internal formulation o f ADAMS, an imposed motion is 
never allowed to depend on anything but time and must be continuous with continuous first and second 
time derivatives. The end result is that this scenario usually prevents the simulation from proceeding 
(regardless if using the discrete or continuous mode) depending on the solvers used.
In light o f these findings the road profile, which is an imposing motion, is defined in ADAMS and 
only force values are passed from Simulink to ADAMS with measured motion passed from ADAMS to 
Simulink.
The lumped mass models are produced in three ways:
1. Linear vehicle derived from analytical equations and implemented in Simulink.
2. Linear vehicle modeled partially by ADAMS and exported to Simulink for completion.
3. Vehicle modeled in ADAMS and solved in its nonlinear form by software interfacing.
5.0.3 Linear litis Model Extraction
The previous problems encountered with the lumped mass models also apply to the implementation o f the 
litis vehicle models with the addition of the following issues.
5.0.3.1 Solving Static Equilibrium
As mentioned for the lumped mass models, to obtain their state-space matrices from ADAMS the 
tire spring is replaced by a generalized force that is defined in Matlab (see Figure 5.1 and 5.2). The only 
way to solve static equilibrium for the lumped mass models is to remove all external forces that exist in the 
model. This is because in the current form the model is not constrained vertically, since only the vertical tire
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force that is not a constraint is applied to the wheel hub. Hence with the presence o f an external vertical 
force there is no static equilibrium solution and so linearization is not possible. So gravity and spring 
preload are turned off and the vehicle configuration is assumed to initially be in the static position, in this 
way linearization by ADAMS is possible.
The litis models present a much different scenario. As before the tire springs are replaced with 
their equivalent applied force, but now the known vehicle configuration is not the equilibrium position and 
both the vertical and strut spring have preload. As a result both gravity and spring preload have to be active 
to find the sitting position of the ADAMS model. But since the system is not globally constrained, a static 
equilibrium position does not exist and so the system cannot linearize. Because o f these circumstances the 
procedure adopted for the lumped mass models cannot be applied to this vehicle and so two processes are 
developed to linearize the litis models.
5.0.3.2 Static Export Method
This procedure has the aim o f changing the litis model so that its conditions before linearization 
are equivalent to the conditions when linearizing the lumped mass models. Hence the model is modified so 
that when finding the static position (before linearization occurs) there is neither spring preload nor gravity 
present. In this way the static equilibrium position o f the vehicle can be determined with the tire force 
acting as an input.
Achieving this goal involves a multi-step procedure. First the motion driven tire spring is included 
in the ADAMS model. With both spring preload and gravity on, static equilibrium is found since the 
vehicle is vertically constrained by the road motion. The vehicle is now in the desired configuration with 
gravity balancing out the static force of the springs. Using a feature within ADAMS, this configuration is 
saved as a separate file using the following steps:
1. From the top menu press ‘Simulate’ then ‘Interactive Controls’.
2. Press the icon on the bottom row of the new box, second from the left (has the tooltip:
"Save the model, at a simulated position, into the database under a new name").
3. Name the new file and save.
This creates a second model in the view session that has the configuration found in the static run. Now 
using this new model, gravity is turned off and the definition of the springs is modified to remove preload. 
In addition the tire radial spring is replaced with the input tire force on the spindle.
Now the model is equivalent to the scenario found with the lumped mass vehicles and static 
equilibrium can be solved a second time to find and export the linear system. W hen static equilibrium is 
solved this time the system configuration does not change since neither gravity nor spring preloads nor any 
other external forces are present in the model.
Because the model lacks gravity and spring preload before the final linearization, its linear version 
should also exhibit these characteristics. For a vertically constrained spring this effect is minimal since the 
spring preload is completely cancelled by gravity when in equilibrium. However, complete cancellation 
does not occur for a tilted spring since the preload force can now be resolved into a vertical and horizontal
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component. The vertical component is offset by gravity, but the horizontal component is not, instead it 
exerts a moment on the suspension. Hence by removing both preload and gravity the suspension effectively 
stiffens since the moment exerted by the spring preload is now absent. This feature should be observed in 
the resulting linear matrices.
General Force 
Element of the 
Tire Spring
Figure 5.4: litis fa ll model o f  the static export method
5.0.3.3 Gravity Export Method
In the second linearization procedure the effects o f gravity and spring preload are included by 
using a dummy spring. In this process the tire spring is turned into a ‘ghost’ spring by decreasing its 
stiffness to a value of 2N/m while preserving its preload value. Since the ghost spring has such a small 
stiffness compared to the tire its presence is negligible.
The bottom end of the ghost spring is then constrained to move laterally and longitudinally but not 
vertically; this is accomplished by defining a zero vertical velocity on the end of the spring. At the same 
time the tire equivalent input force is applied to the spindle in the same manner as the static export method. 
The model is now constrained vertically with the ability of accepting the tire force from Simulink and is 
ready to be linearized. Static equilibrium is found once and the system linearized thereafter.
5.0.3.4 Tire Lateral Tracking
With a kinematic suspension there is a direct coupling between the vertical displacement input 
disturbance at the tire contact patch and a corresponding lateral reaction movement. In other words a 
vertical tire movement causes a lateral reaction movement which is dictated by the kinematic design o f the 
suspension. If  the model cannot produce this lateral movement then the suspension locks up. For the 
nonlinear interface model the relationship between these two motions is taken care of by ADAMS, all the 
user specifies is the vertical displacement profile.
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General Force 
Element of the 
Tire Spring
Ghost Spring
Figure 5.5: litis fu ll model o f  the gravity export method
However in the linear model, where the road profile and tire force is constructed by the user, the 
lateral movement of the tire needs to be modeled in Simulink. This was thought important since the lateral 
tire movement affects the displacement o f the tire spring and so directly influences the tire force applied to 
the upright. After extensive simulation it was concluded that the corresponding lateral movement o f the tire, 
for the road profiles considered, was negligibly small. As a result the lateral motion can be ignored in 
Simulink without sacrificing model accuracy. In light o f these findings, for the linear litis models the force 
equation for the tire is still represented by equation 5.0.
For the litis, three model versions are created:
1. Linear vehicle produced thru the static export method.
2. Linear vehicle produced thru the gravity export method.
3. Vehicle modeled in ADAMS and solved in its nonlinear form by software interfacing.
5.0.4 Linear Control of the ADAMS Model
The fully-active and semi-active controllers are used with both linear and nonlinear vehicle 
models. Most notably the constant LQR gain, which is created from a linear model, is used with linear and 
nonlinear vehicle models. The controller weights are tuned through trial and error until an acceptable 
response is achieved for the particular vehicle model and input being used. W hen combined with the
nonlinear ADAMS model, the system is not ideal for two reasons:
1. The constant LQR gain is not optimal for the nonlinear model since the eigenvalues o f the 
nonlinear model change with time, meaning that the optimal gain changes also.
2. Although the LQR algorithm guarantees stability with the linear vehicle model, it does not 
with the nonlinear version.
The first issue may not be serious if  the vehicle configuration and behaviour does not change 
drastically during the disturbance. In this case the vehicle will have characteristics similar to its static 
equilibrium position and so LQR will be close to optimal.
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5.0.5 Changing the System States
When ADAMS performs the linearization the user has no choice as to what states are used to 
describe the system. Rather ADAMS automatically chooses the states on the basis of which variables yield 
the best numerical conditioning of the state matrices. The following procedure outlines a method of
changing the states, within Matlab, after ADAMS has formed the state-space matrices and before applying
the linmod command for the LQR. Let the original system with the undesired states take the form:
xu=Axu+Bu‘ (5.1)
y=Cxu +Du* (5.2)
The strategy is to have ADAMS/Controls output specific variables which generate matrices that can be used 
to later change the states. In ADAMS define two output sets:
y= y
C
x„ +
D *u
Jc C, Di
(5.2)
Where Jc is the vector o f states desired by the user and y is the output o f the Simulink plant block. D, can 
be assumed zero since the old states can be mapped to the new states without external inputs. Now 
rearrange the second relationship of equation 5.3 to give:
and substitute into equations 5.1:
Hence the new system is defined as:
Where:
x ^ q ' x
x^ACj'ic+CjBu”
y=CC;‘x+Du*
x=Ax+Bu*
y=Cic+Du*
A=C a c ;1 1 1
B=CjB
c=cc;!
D=D
(5.3)
(5.4)
(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.7)
(5.8)
(5.9)
(5.10)
(5.11)
To attain the required matrices, first export from ADAMS the system with the y vector as output, 
this will yield the matrices A,B,C,D. Then select and export the desired set of state variables Jc as output that 
will generate C t and Di- The new state space equations can then be calculated in Matlab by using the above 
relations.
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5.1 Model Schematics
Shown below are Simulink block schematics of how the ADAMS plant and controller are linked for various 
arrangements.
5.1.1 Linear Quadratic Regulator
Hub vertical 
Displacements
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Calculation ms outi 4
oufi s
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Control Forces 
for each 
Suspension Corner
ADAMS
Plant
Figure 5.6: Linear litis fu ll car model (no bushings)
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5.1.2 Linear Quadratic Gaussian Regulator
This model combines the LQR controller with the Kalman filter.
ADAMS PlantC on trot
Sensor
Estimates
x ' s  Ax+Bu 
y = Cx+Du
Kalman Filter Front Damper 
Displacement
Estimates
Rear Damper 
Displacement
Kalman inputs: I
First tw o - control input fo rces!
Last five- sensor measures |
Figure 5.7: Nonlinear lumped mass h a lf car model 
5.1.3 Semi-Active Skyhook Switch
Tire
Force
c r >
Vertical tire 
Displacement 
Profile
Tire Force 
Calculation
ADAMS Plant
Control
Force
Switch
MATLAB
Function
ini
In2
Figure 5.8: Linear lumped mass quarter car model
5.2 Algebraic Loop
For nonlinear simulations between Matlab and ADAMS, algebraic loops may develop that prevent 
the system from solving. In this case an algebraic loop is when the dynamics of the controller and plant are
not present, i.e. when no differential variables are included in the model. The Simulink block representing
the nonlinear ADAMS plant should be described by the differential equations:
x=f(x,u,f) (5.12)
y=f(x,u,r) (5.13)
When using the cosimulation solve mode the integration of x occurs in ADAMS and so the ADAMS 
interface Simulink block behaves as an algebraic function with direct feed-through taking the form of:
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y=y(u ,t) (5.14)
As a result this block contains no differential variables, and if the rest o f the Simulink model has 
no differential variables, then an algebraic loop will exist. Since the LQR controller (without the Kalman 
filter) and the semi-active switch controller do not use any differential variables, algebraic loops form when 
solving in the cosimulation mode.
To break the loop, without disturbing the system response, different Simulink blocks may be added 
so that a differentiable element exists. O f the methods tested, using the memory block seems to provide the 
most robust solution. It applies a one integration step delay, meaning that its output is the previous input 
value. The result is that this block shifts its input forward by the communication interval used between 
Simulink and ADAMS (a negligible 1ms for most simulations). As shown in Figure 5.9, the block is 
inserted between the controller and the vehicle.
C ontrol
Input
Force
Full S ta te  
Feedback
ADAMS Plant
Memory
Memory Block 
to  Break 
A gebraic Loop
Figure 5.9: Technique used to break algebraic loop
fo r  the nonlinear litis quarter car model
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For this study the active suspension controllers are tuned toward delivering performance for a 
passenger road car rather than a race car. Hence the primary aim is to demonstrate active suspensions ability 
in increasing the ride quality of the vehicle during ride manoeuvres by decreasing the sprung mass 
acceleration. For the remainder of this study, simulations that link Adams with Simulink (either through the 
discrete or continuous calculation mode) are referred to as ‘interfacing models’.
6.0 Preliminary Notes
6.0.1 Road Profile
For time domain simulations, the quarter car vehicle is disturbed as if traveling over a speed bump 
at 5km/h. Figure 6.0 shows the road profile used, the y-axis represents the vertical displacement and the x- 
axis is the forward distance traveled and its associated time. In ADAMS the profile is implemented using 
the step function command:
step(time, r0, bo, ft, hO+stepftime, t2, h2, ft, -h[)
step(time, 1 ,0 ,1 .0 2 1 ,5e-2) +step(time, 1.0857,0,1.107, -5e-2)
This profile is also duplicated in Matlab by constructing its mathematical equation that is given in {12}. 
Each step function is described as:
The equation is implemented by creating a Matlab function describing this discontinuous relation; it is 
introduced into Simulink using the function block. For convenience, the speed bump is encountered after 
one second of simulation time.
(6.0)
(6 .1)
Step= ■ h0 +a*A2(3-2A) :t0 < t < t l (6.2)
h :r>r,
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1
0
Figure 6.0: Vertical displacement profile o f  speed bump
For full car models, a road input is chosen to simultaneously excite the sprung mass bounce, pitch 
and roll modes. A plot o f the road disturbance for each o f the four comer wheels is illustrated in Figure 6.1. 
In this way a more complete picture o f the system response is seen since the performance o f the active 
system is evaluated when all rotational degrees o f freedom o f the sprung mass are excited.
zi z
1
z21 
 Z22
0.5
a .
0
0.5
1
1.02 1.04 1.06 1.081 1.1
Time ($)
Figure 6.1: Speed bump profiles fo r  each com er o f  the fu ll car
6.0.2 Ride Assessment
Ride quality is associated with the level o f vibration felt by the passenger. To date there is no one 
agreed upon standard to quantitatively describe ride comfort limits. This is attributed to the variations in 
individual sensitivity to vibration that makes it difficult to map out a ride comfort boundary and to a lack of 
agreement among researchers on common test methods.
Because o f this, focus will be on the vibration isolation capabilities o f the cabin body and not on 
assessing the acceleration experienced by the occupants. Generally, the movements o f the sprung mass in 
vehicle models are regarded as indicators o f the level o f vibration felt by the passengers where the 
acceleration levels are inversely proportional to the ride quality o f the vehicle. As such it is the aim o f the 
suspension system to minimize the acceleration o f  the vehicle body by filtering out as much vibration as 
possible.
3
Comer 
22
Comer
Comer
Comer
Figure 6.2: Suspension corner notation o f  fu ll car model
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6.1 Linear Lumped Mass Model Validation
To gain confidence in the software and process developed, two methods are used to extract the 
linear lumped mass vehicle models. The equations of motion are derived by hand, linearized and then cast 
into state-space form. The resulting matrices are defined in Matlab and implemented in Simulink with the 
E.C.U. In another process the models are partially built in ADAMS, then linearized and exported into 
Simulink where the tire input force and E.C.U. is constructed to complete the model.
These two methods of attaining the linear models yield equivalent state-space matrices except for 
some negligibly small non-zero numbers in the ADAMS matrices. These values are attributed to numerical 
errors within the ADAMS routine. Comparing the results of these two procedures helps confirm the validity 
of the linear vehicle models attained from ADAMS for both the quarter car and full car models.
6.2 Lumped Mass Quarter Car Model
6.2.1 Fully-Active Suspension
A drawback o f the LQR algorithm is the requirement of optimizing the response by picking the Q 
and R weighting matrices by trial and error. As a result a better set of weighting matrices than those used 
for these results may exist. Nonetheless, the following still lends insight into the behaviour of fully-active 
suspension. Tuning the LQR controller involves finding the values of the weighting matrices by running 
simulations with different Q and R magnitudes until a reasonable ride response is achieved. For this model 
the numerical values o f the diagonal Q and R weight matrices are:
Q=diag[le8 100 100 le8]
R=[l]
The Q matrix is equally weighted on the first and last state which is the sprung mass velocity and 
unsprung mass displacement respectively, thus the controller should decrease these state responses the most 
to give a better trade-off between ride and handling.
6.2.1.1 Time Domain Simulation
Figure 6.3 outlines the response of the sprung mass acceleration of the LQR system compared to 
the linear passive suspension. Graphed are two different model responses for the LQR controller, one by 
constructing and calculating the linear active suspension model entirely in Simulink ( ‘LQR Simulink’ 
series) and the other by linking the ADAMS model with the Simulink controller ( ‘LQR Interface’ series). 
As seen in the results, for this vehicle there are no noticeable differences between the two active models, 
confirming that these two modeling methods should give the same results for an inherently linear vehicle 
model.
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Figure 6.3: Sprung mass vertical acceleration+
In this response the fully-active system slightly reduces the acceleration peaks while allowing the 
body acceleration to settle more quickly compared to the passive system. However the increase in ride 
comfort from using fully-active suspension is not considerable and is due to the moderate settings of the 
weighting matrices. For the other vehicle models a more aggressive controller setting is used to achieve a 
greater improvement in ride.
Any suspension design must seek to minimize changes in tire force since these fluctuations may 
cause insufficient contact with the road causing the car to loose tractioa Additionally the tire normal force 
is an important measure since it directly influences cornering force, tractive effort and braking performance 
of the tire. Ideally the tire normal force remains at its preload force throughout vehicle operation.
The forces produced by the radial tire spring, in Figure 6.4, indicate that for the weights chosen no 
significant change in the tire force takes place with the fully-active system. At some instances the tire force 
peaks are larger than the passive suspension and at other times they are smaller.
  Passive
—  LQR Interface 
• ••• LQR Simulink
CDO 0.5
0  
U.
1301 M
75
1 1.2 1.8 21.4 1.6
Time (s)
Figure 6.4: Tire dynamic force*
Although not a direct indicator of either ride or handling, suspension displacement does provide 
useful insight into the differences between passive and active suspension. This measure is one of 
practicality; with a reduced suspension working space more flexibility exists in the vehicle packaging. As 
shown in Figure 6.5 there is less variation in the active suspension displacement but with a larger average 
amount o f suspension movement.
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Figure 6.5: Suspension displacement+
6.2.1.2 Eigen Analysis
The following two tables summarize the passive and fiilly-active system in regards to their 
eigenvalues, damping ratios and natural frequencies. For this research these values correspond to when the 
vehicle is in static equilibrium. Notice that the active suspension significantly increases the system damping 
for the first eigenvalue that represents the sprung mass vibration mode while slightly decreasing the 
damping o f the unsprung mass mode. This corresponds to the body movement becoming ‘stiffer’ and the 
unsprung mass becoming ‘softer’.
Passive Suspension
N atu ra l Frequency 
(rad/s)
Dam ping
R atio Eigenvalues
8.88 0.256 -2.27 ± 8.59i
68.9 0.241 -16.6 ± 66.8i
Table 6.0: Eigen analysis o f  the passive system
Although the sprung mass mode is overdamped for the active suspension, the damping ratio 
depends on the values used for the Q and R weighting matrices since it is these values that determine the 
numerical value o f the LQR feedback gain and hence the system eigenvalues. For example when changing 
the Q matrix to Q=diag[le7 100 100 le8] the system is no longer overdamped since system damping 
becomes 0.749 and 0.239.
L Q R  Suspension
N atu ra l Frequency 
(rad/s)
Dam ping
R atio Eigenvalues
n/a >1 -2.09
n/a >1 -39.4
67.3 0.212 -14.3 ± 65.8i
Table 6.1: Eigen analysis o f  the LQR fully-active system
6.2.1.3 Frequency Response
To generate frequency response plots a linear model is required and since this quarter car model is 
inherently linear these graphs are especially valuable. To explore the influence o f the weighting matrices on 
the system response, the following systems are shown in Figure 6.6 to 6.8. 
tNotice: the two active responses are nearly indistinguishable from  one another.
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1) LQR A: Q=diag[le8 100 100 le8] & R =[l]
2) LQR B: Q=diag[le8 100 100 100] & R=[10]
3) LQR C: Q=diag[le9 100 100 le8] & R =[l]
4) LQR D: Q=diag[le6 100 le4  2e8] & R=[0.1]
5) LQR E: Q=diag[100 100 le4 2e9] & R=[0.1]
In taking LQR A to be the nominal setting, LQR B decreases the force output o f the active actuator 
and weights the unsprung mass displacement less. LQR C weights the sprung mass velocity even more 
heavily and the last two systems reverse the trend by putting most o f the emphasis on decreasing the 
unsprung mass motion with more available actuator force.
 Passive
  LQR A
 LQR 5
x LQR C
 LQR D
o  LQR E
0.75
S '■o
a>TJ3
CO)(0
2 0.5
TJ<D
/ / /<0s
o
z 0.25
Frequency (rad/sec)
Figure 6.6: Sprung mass vertical acceleration
Figure 6.6 confirms the existence of the sprung mass acceleration ‘invariant point’ in the quarter 
car model when tire damping is neglected. As outlined by Williams {48}, invariant points exist in the 
quarter car where at a certain input frequency certain responses are only functions o f the sprung and 
unsprung mass and the tire spring rate. At these frequencies, the response is independent of the suspension 
force and so an active element will not have any influence. Williams {48} states that for the sprung mass 
acceleration, the invariant point occurs at the wheel hop frequency as confirmed above. Since only the 
response near the sprung mass resonant frequency is necessary for ride improvements significant gains in 
ride are still achievable with the inclusion of an active element.
Another interesting feature o f this response is that at extremely low input frequencies (below the 
sprung mass natural frequency) the fully-active LQR system has a response greater than the passive system. 
This however is not a significant drawback since it occurs for such low frequencies. In a typical driving 
situation, to excite these frequencies would require one to drive extremely slowly over a large road 
disturbance.
Near the sprung mass resonant frequency, all the active systems, except for LQR E, significantly 
decrease the sprung mass acceleration. In the mid frequency range LQR D and LQR E show worse than 
passive performance since their weighting is geared towards the unsprung mass motion. The system that
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shows the most improvement in ride is LQR C which is expected since it is the system most weighted 
towards decreasing the sprung mass velocity.
For the tire response the behaviour around the unsprung mass natural frequency is most important 
since it is this region that directly affects the tire movement. As expected, in Figure 6.7 only LQR D and 
LQR E reduces the dynamic tire forces at this frequency since they are the only algorithms weighted 
towards the unsprung mass motion. The other systems demonstrate a deterioration in tire grip at this 
frequency with the situation reversing for frequencies around the sprung mass natural frequency.
 P ass iv e
  LQR A
 LQR B
x LQR C
 LQR D
O LQR E0.83
2  0.88
o /A
0.33
F req u en cy  (rad /sec)
Figure 6.7: Tire dynamic force
For suspension displacement, Figure 6.8 shows that for systems weighted towards ride the 
suspension space is smaller than the passive suspension near the sprung mass resonance and greater at 
higher frequencies. For the systems weighted towards handling, the converse occurs. The second invariant 
point predicted by Williams {48} is for the suspension deflection and it occurs at a road input frequency of:
W = —  k | (6.3)
J (m  +m )Y v spmg unspmg/
For the parameters used the equation predicts W=5.30rad/s and is confirmed in Figure 6.8 where all the 
system responses intersect at this frequency.
0.4
 Passive
  LQR A
 LQR 8
x LQR C
 LQR D
o  LQR E
0 .2 .
«  - 0.2
-0 .4
-0.1
- 0.1
Frequency (rad/sec)
Figure 6.8: Suspension displacement
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6.2.2 S & G Model
Since it is generally thought that the idealized combination o f S & G damping yields the 
theoretically best achievable results for semi-active damping, it is compared with semi-active damping to 
gauge the performance of the switch controller. The following parameters are used for the semi-active 
models and unless labelled, the results displayed are for linear vehicle models.
Skyhook damping coefficient: 1.29kNs/m 
Ground-hook damping coefficient: 1.29kNs/m 
Semi-active high damping coefficient: 1.29kNs/m 
Semi-active low damping coefficient: ONs/m
For the semi-active suspension, frequency response plots do not capture the switching between 
high and low damping by the controller since they only plot the response for either high or low damping. As 
a result these graphs do not accurately show the dynamics of this system and so will not be considered; only 
time domain results are shown.
6.2.2.1 Time Domain Simulation
As expected the S & G damping model performs better than the more realistic switch algorithm as 
shown in Figure 6.9 to 6.11. Despite this, the response of the semi-active switch controller approximates the 
response of the theoretically ideal S & G damping algorithm reasonably well. Hence the results are 
encouraging as they indicate that the semi-active switch controller performs fairly well for a semi-active 
suspension.
  P assive
  S em i-A ctive Sw itch
 S em i-A ctive Sw itch Interface
—  S & G Damping
0.8
0.4
0.2
-0.4
- 0.6
- 0.8
1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2
Time (s)
Figure 6.9: Sprung mass vertical acceleration+
*Notice: the two semi- active responses are nearly indistinguishable from  one another.
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Figure 6.10: Tire dynamic force*
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Figure 6.11: Suspension displacement*
6.2.3 Fully-Active versus Semi-Active
6.2.3.1 Time Domain Simulation
The time domain response of the semi-active suspension in Figure 6.9 to 6.11 rivals the 
performance o f the fully-active suspension in Figure 6.3 to 6.5. At first this relative performance may seem 
puzzling, however with closer inspection an explanation is brought to light. The speed bump road profile 
suits semi-active damping very well since for most o f the road disturbance the semi-active damper is 
switched off. This is expected because as the tire climbs and descends the speed bump the wheel attains a 
velocity greater than the sprung mass. As a result the semi-active suspension during the manoeuvre is ultra 
soft which is ideal for ride.
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This theory is further confirmed in Figure 6.12 to 6.14 where a sine wave (amplitude of 5cm with a 
frequency o f 2Hz) is used as the input. Without changing the controller settings, the semi-active response is 
much less impressive compared to the fully-active system than it was for the bump input. In other words, 
for this input where switching takes places continuously the performance o f the semi-active controller is 
less impressive than it is for the bump response.
  P a s s iv e
  S e m i-A c tiv e  S w itch
—  LQR
0.8
0.4
i  -0.2  
o
z  - 0 .4
-0.6
-0.8
2.5
Time (s)
Figure 6.12: Sprung mass vertical acceleration
Unlike with the speed bump, here both the fully-active and semi-active suspension simultaneously 
decrease the sprung mass acceleration, the dynamic tire force and the suspension displacement. These 
results are consistent with the frequency response plots that suggest the same performance for this input 
frequency. Hence the LQR active system performance relative to the passive and semi-active suspension 
seems dependant on the input used for the road.
 P a s s iv e
  S e m i-A c tiv e  S w itch
- -  LQR
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Figure 6.13: Tire dynamic force
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Figure 6.14: Suspension displacement
The relative power requirements o f the active element for the semi-active and fully-active system 
are shown in Figure 6.15. These results do not account for friction, nonlinearities of the mounting bushings 
or other nonlinear effects within the active element and so should be taken as a preliminary indicator. As 
adopted by Kamopp et al. {26}, power greater than zero is dissipative when using equation 3.68.
The responses indicate that the power of the semi-active element is never less than zero, 
confirming that the control algorithm works as intended since the actuator does not consume power- it only 
dissipates it. On the other hand the LQR suspension spends more time supplying power to the vehicle than 
it does absorbing it.
S em i-A ctive  Sw itch
  LQR0)
5  0.5oQ.
■o
J5 0
aJ£
| -0.5
1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5
Time (s)
Figure 6.15: Power consumption o f  active element 
while traveling over speed bump
A shortcoming of the tire model used is that it cannot directly simulate the tire lifting off the 
ground because the road profile is applied to the end of the tire spring and so the tire is constrained to be in 
contact with the road. At best with this tire model, tire lift off can be monitored.
Assuming no gravity and spring preload or pre-compression exists, when the unsprung mass 
moves up more than the road the tire will lose contact with the ground. In reality when a vehicle is at rest 
the weight o f the vehicle compresses the tire which creates an internal preload force in the tire. This 
internal force pushes the tire against the road and gives the tire the ability to expand up to the amount that it 
was initially compressed. Now when the wheel unit moves up greater than the road, this internal tire force
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expands the tire and so lift off does not necessarily occur. Hence the difference between the movement of 
the wheel and the road must be greater than the static compression o f the tire for lift off to occur. Expressed 
mathematically the condition for tire lift off is when the function TL is greater than zero, where:
T L ^ u - Z r o a d - " ^ 0  (6.4)
Within ADAMS the static deflection o f the quarter car model is 1.53cm when gravity is turned on; this is 
confirmed with equation 6.5.
( m spmg + m uspmg )§ (6 5)
K
ss=1.53cm
0.5
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S em i-A c tive  Switch
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- -  LQR
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Figure 6.16: Tire lift o ff  tracking function TL
Equation 6.4 is evaluated and plotted in Figure 6.16 for the speed bump input. Although all three 
systems exhibit lift off, the fully-active and semi-active suspension system show the most. When looking at 
the sine wave input no lift off occurs, however as with the speed bump input, the active systems exhibit a 
greater tendency towards lift off than the passive suspension.
6.2.3.2 Eigen Analysis
The switching controller turns the semi-active system into two distinct models: when the damping 
force is on and when it is off. As a result the linear model is described by each o f these two states separately 
in Table 6.2 and 6.3.
Semi-Active Suspension, High D am ping
N atura l Frequency 
(rad/s)
D am ping
Ratio Eigenvalues
8.75 0.282 -2.47 ± 8.39i
69.9 0.413e-3 -0.289 ± 69.9i
Table 6.2: Eigen analysis o f  semi-active damping when damping is on
Even with damping on the system differs from the passive and LQR fully-active suspension since 
here the generated active force is the damping coefficient times the absolute velocity of the sprung mass 
(rather than the strut velocity). When switched high the semi-active system increases the damping of the 
sprung mass mode and decreases the damping o f the unsprung mass mode compared to the passive
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suspension. On the other hand, compared to LQR, at high damping the semi-active system has less damping 
for both the sprung and unsprung modes o f vibration.
Semi-Active Suspension, Low D am ping
N atura l Frequency 
(rad/s)
D am ping
Ratio Eigenvalues
8.74 0 0 ± 8.74i
69.9 0 0 ± 69.9i
Table 6.3: Eigen analysis o f  semi-active damping when damping is o ff
Since there is no passive damper included in this system, when the controller switches to low there 
is no damping in the entire model. Although this is not realistic, the objective is to compare a ‘theoretical 
best’ semi-active suspension with a fully-active suspension.
6.2.4 K alm an F ilter
6.2.4.1 Tim e D om ain Sim ulation
To execute the Kalman filter, matrices describing the noise characteristics o f the sensors and 
process are required. Since this is strictly a virtual study this information is lacking and so sample values 
are taken from Roh et al. {38}. The noise matrices adopted are:
Qn=[5.06e-4]
Rn=diag[4.76e-4 0.25]
For this model, it is assumed that the sprung mass acceleration and the suspension displacement 
are the measured sensor variables. A plot o f the true versus estimated states for the four state variables is 
shown in Figure 6.17 to 6.20 using the speed bump as the road input. The estimator is generally very good 
in its approximation of the states, although there are some differences in the initial stages o f the run.
True S tate  
Estim ated S ta te
h ,
•a<D
rsi
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Z
0.5
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Figure 6.17: Sprung mass velocity*
* Notice: the two responses are nearly indistinguishable from  one another.
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Figure 6.18: Sprung mass displacement
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Figure 6.19: Unsprung mass velocity+
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Figure 6.20: Unsprung mass displacementf
To better attain an estimate of the absolute displacement of the sprung and unsprung mass, the 
estimated absolute velocity of each mass is integrated and plotted in Figure 6.18 and 6.20 ( ‘Integral’ series 
name). This series produces a better estimate than the Kalman filter and hence may be used in conjunction 
with the state estimated velocities.
6.3 Lum ped M ass Full C a r M odel
6.3.1 Fully-Active Suspension
Here the Q and R diagonal weight matrices are:
Q=diag[8e9 100 lelO  100 lelO  100 le5 le8 le5 le8 le5 le8 le5 le8]
R=diag[6e-2 6e-2 6e-2 6e-2]
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With respect to the quarter car model, here the R matrix value is smaller meaning more actuator 
force is used. In addition, the sprung mass vertical velocity is the heaviest weighted followed by the body 
pitch and roll velocity then the unsprung mass displacement and finally the unsprung mass velocity. The 
corresponding states are listed in Appendix A.
6.3.1.1 Tim e D om ain Sim ulation
A more aggressive LQR controller is used with this model so that a significant improvement in 
ride is achieved in Figure 6.21 to 6.23. The initial peaks of the passive suspension response are all but 
eliminated while also settling more quickly for the fully-active system. However the LQR does see a high 
frequency, low amplitude fluctuation long after the disturbance is encountered as if  the system damping is 
small.
1
CO
to
O)
<x>o
<
7 3
CDN
Passive
—  LQR Interface 
LQR Simulink
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1.4 1.6
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Figure 6.21: Sprung mass vertical accelerationf
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Figure 6.22: Sprung mass roll acceleration*
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Figure 6.23: Sprung mass pitch acceleration+
The increased ride comfort comes at a cost o f decreased tire holding capability. Shown in Figure 
6.24, LQR demonstrates an increased amount o f tire fluctuation compared to the passive suspension. This 
translates to a larger variation of the tire contact patch and directly affects the longitudinal road /tire grip. 
However this result is not a disaster since the vehicle is traveling straight and lateral tire force production is 
not needed. This does indicate however that during this disturbance there will be a loss o f longitudinal tire 
grip and so wheel spin and tire lift off is more likely to occur.
These findings cannot be extended to the realm o f handling; in other words these results do not 
imply that active suspension worsens the handling characteristics o f the vehicle. This is a ride study and so 
the tire forces shown are not indicative of how the system behaves in a handling manoeuvre (consisting of 
both road disturbance inputs and inertial body forces, i.e. braking on a rough surface with potholes). Since 
the roll motion is drastically reduced, the active suspensions will decrease the lateral load transfer. As 
discussed in the introduction, this leads to greater lateral tire forces which increase handling.
—  Passive
—  LQR Interface 
• ••■ LQR SimulinkS 0.5o
LL
13a)M
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£
o  -0 .5  
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Figure 6.24: Tire dynamic force o f  com er 11
As Figure 6.25 demonstrates, the LQR algorithm applies a positive force for more than half of the 
disturbance. Based on the sign convention adopted in Chapter 3, this translates to a downward force on the 
sprung mass and an upward force on the unsprung mass. This is expected since the sprung mass will have a 
tendency to move up as it traverses up the bump and so needs a downward force to stabilize it. Although the
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unsprung mass has the same tendency to move up and requires a downward force for stabilization, 
suppressing the sprung mass motion is a higher priority since that is how the controller is weighted.
  LQR Simulink
—  LQR Interface 
  Road Input Profile0.8
<DO 0.6
o
£  0.4 o>
N
E._o
Z
-0.2
-0.4
1 1.02 1.04 1.06 1.08 1.1
Time (s)
Figure 6.25: Active control force o f  com er 11
As a result, the active force increases the unsprung mass displacement according to Figure 6.26. In 
essence, the suspension becomes actively soft by pulling the sprung and unsprung mass in together to 
reduce the body movement. The cost of this is the deterioration in the tire forces.
  Road Input Profile
 Passive
—  LQR Interface 
  LQR Simulink
S2 0.5
o
-0 .5
1.02 1.04 1.06 1.081 1.1
Time (s)
Figure 6.26: Unsprung mass displacement o f  com er 11
A shortcoming of the LQR controller is that in its current form the weighting matrices do not 
directly control the sprung mass acceleration. As shown in Figure 6.27, the sprung mass velocity o f the 
active suspension is effectively maintained at zero due to the large bias in the Q matrix. However in certain 
situations, the controller’s quest to drive the velocity to zero may increase the body acceleration due to the 
tendency to immediately and sharply drive the velocity to zero. In other words, to keep acceleration low 
may at times require a gradual reduction in system velocity, something that this controller does not 
consider.
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Figure 6.27: Sprung mass vertical velocity*
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Figure 6.28: Suspension displacement o f  com er 11*
This full car model, unlike the previous quarter car model, is inherently nonlinear due to the two 
rotational degrees o f freedom o f the body. Despite this, high correlation is observed between the linearized 
version of the vehicle and the corresponding nonlinear interface model for both the passive and active 
systems. The differences that are seen are probably due to a combination of the slight nonlinearity of the 
full car model and the effects of interfacing ADAMS with Simulink.
6.3.1.2 Eigen Analysis
Passive Suspension
N atura l Frequency 
(rad/s)
Dam ping
Ratio Eigenvalues
5.67 0.198 -1.13 ± 5.56i
9.00 0.260 -2.34 ± 8.70i
11.9 0.495 -5.90 ± 10.4i
68.8 0.242 -16.6 ± 66.8i
69.7 0.233 -16.2 ± 67.7i
69.9 0.335 -23.4 ± 65.8i
73.3 0.312 -22.9 ± 69.6i
Table 6.4: Eigen analysis o f  the passive system
* Notice: the two active responses are nearly indistinguishable from  one another.
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LQ R  Suspension
N atu ra l Frequency 
(rad/s)
Dam ping
Ratio Eigenvalues
n/a >1 -0.696
n/a >1 -9.90e-2
n/a >1 -0.132
66.2 2.80e-2 -1.90 ± 66.2i
67.7 6.00e-2 -4.10 ± 67.6i
70.2 2.80e-2 -1.95 ± 70.2i
73.0 0.372 -27.1 ± 67.8i
n/a >1 -505
n/a >1 -841
n/a >1 -1.1 le3
Table 6.5: Eigen analysis o f the LQR fully-active system
Table 6.4 and 6.5 show that once again LQR significantly increases the damping associated with 
the body modes o f vibration while decreasing the damping of the unsprung mass vibration. This change in 
damping may account for the decrease in sprung mass motion and the increase in unsprung mass motion 
(with respect to the passive system) for the time domain simulation.
Curiously the three dominant eigenvalues o f the LQR system have a damping ratio o f one, 
indicating that their modes are overdamped and so have no associated vibration. The dominant eigenvalues 
o f the passive suspension become more positive real and more negative real (the eigenvalues that are 
overdamped). This illustrates that although LQR guarantees closed-loop stability, it does not make any 
provisions regarding the level o f stability of the resulting system.
Although not shown, the eigen analysis attained from within ADAMS (with the tire spring 
included) is exactly the same as that shown in Table 6.4.
6.3.1.3 Frequency Response
Figure 6.29 to 6.31 plot the frequency response o f the sprung mass acceleration as contributed 
from each comer of the vehicle. Significant reduction in body acceleration is achieved by properly tuning 
the LQR controller for ride, most importantly in the region of the sprung mass natural frequency. With this 
model, invariant points exist at the wheel hop frequency for all three body accelerations as a result o f using 
a simplified vehicle model.
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Figure 6.29: Sprung mass vertical acceleration
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Figure 6.30: Sprung mass roll acceleration
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Figure 6.31: Sprung mass pitch acceleration
The LQR algorithm when tuned for ride yields a larger deviation in the tire forces at the wheel hop 
frequency, while decreasing the tire force deviation for low frequency road inputs. In essence, favourable
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results are attained near the sprung mass natural frequency, both in terms of ride and traction. The invariant 
point for the suspension rattle space is also present in the full car model as shown in Figure 6.33. This 
measure mimics the response of the tire dynamic force, suggesting that the increase in suspension 
movement near the unsprung mass natural frequency is the cause o f the degradation in tire force.
—  Passive 
  LQR
S '
2 , 0.85
3
CO)
■o9Kl
I 0.69z
0.54
Frequency (rad/sec)
Figure 6.32: Tire dynamic force o f  com er 11
In considering these frequency response plots, along with the eigen analysis o f the passive and the 
active systems an explanation of the responses can be forged. Since LQR reduces the damping associated 
with the unsprung mass while increasing the damping of the sprung mass, the sprung mass sees less 
acceleration and more tire force movement than the passive system, while the unsprung mass experiences 
the reverse.
0.4  Passive
  LQR
0.2
2  - 0.2
-0.1
-0.8
Frequency (rad/sec)
Figure 6.33: Suspension displacement o f  com er 11 
6.3.2 Fully-Active versus Semi-Active
For the models shown in this section the following parameters are used. Unless labelled, the results 
displayed are for models created entirely in Matlab.
Semi-active high damping coefficient: 1.29kNs/m 
Semi-active low damping coefficient: ONs/m
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6.3.2.1 Time Domain Simulation
With the more aggressive controller than that used for the quarter car model, the fully-active 
system performs much better than the semi-active suspension in increasing ride comfort. This is 
demonstrated in Figure 6.34 to 6.36 where body acceleration is drastically reduced by the fully-active 
suspension. The semi-active suspension is successful in that it also makes significant gains over the passive 
suspension in reducing the acceleration levels. Most impressive is its pitch acceleration response, which 
rivals the fully-active suspension.
Since the linear and nonlinear models are almost identical in their response, only the linear model 
responses are shown.
 Passive
  Sem i-A ctive Switch
—  LQR
0 .3
0.6
C
o
2
f  0.2uu«  0•a
a
2  - 0.2co
I  - 0 .4  
z
-0.6
-0.8
Time (s)
Figure 6.34: Sprung mass vertical acceleration
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Figure 6.35: Sprung mass roll acceleration
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Figure 6.36: Sprung mass pitch acceleration
Figures 6.37 and 6.38 demonstrate that the semi-active system is better than the fully-active system 
in conserving tire grip and reducing the suspension working space. Even though the semi-active system has 
significantly less damping than the fully-active system, it demonstrates less unsprung mass oscillatory 
behaviour.
P assiv e
S em i-A ctiv8  Switch0.8 - -  LQR
0.6
0 .4
I  0.2
s
-0.2
- 0 . 4
-0.6
Time (s)
Figure 6.37: Tire dynamic force o f  com er 11
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Figure 6.38: Suspension displacement o f  com er 11
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Figure 6.39: Power consumption o f  active element 
while traveling over speed bump, com er 11
The power consumed by the fully-active system is significantly greater than that dissipated by the 
semi-active damper. The response of the LQR element is also much more oscillatory than the quarter car 
model; this is attributed to the weights used. As expected the fully-active system requires more power than 
semi-active damping during the speed bump disturbance.
1
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Figure 6.40: Tire lift o ff  tracking function TL o f  com er 11
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Although tire lift off (Figure 6.40) occurs for the passive suspension, significantly more occurs for 
both fully-active and semi-active systems. This is in accordance with the response of Figure 6.38 which 
indicates that both active systems increase wheel movement.
6.3.2.2 Eigen Analysis
When switched to high damping, Table 6.6 indicates that the behaviour o f the body vibration 
modes (the first three eigenvalues listed) are similar to the body modes of the passive system, but with 
slightly more damping. However, for the remaining modes that deal with the unsprung mass, the semi­
active and the passive system differ substantially, since the semi-active skyhook algorithm drastically 
reduces the modal damping. These results indicate that when switched to high damping, the semi-active 
system should slightly improve the sprung mass movement at the expense of the unsprung mass motion.
Semi-Active Suspension, H igh Damping
N atu ra l Frequency 
(rad/s)
D am ping
R atio Eigenvalues
5.62 0.218 -1.23 ± 5.49i
8.86 0.286 -2.54 ± 8.49i
11.3 0.522 -5.90 ± 9.65i
69.9 8.90e-4 -6.20e-2 ± 69.9i
69.9 4.26e-3 -0.298 ± 69.9i
73.7 8.16e-3 -0.602 ±73.7i
73.7 9.40e-4 -6.90e-2 ± 73.7i
Table 6.6: Eigen analysis o f  semi-active damping when damping is on
Semi-Active Suspension, Low Damping
Natural Frequency 
(rad/s)
Damping
Ratio Eigenvalues
5.62 0 0 ± 5.62i
8.86 0 0 ± 8.86i
11.3 0 0 + 11.31
69.9 0 0 + 69.9i
69.1 0 0 + 69.1i
73.7 0 0 ± 73.7i
73.8 0 0±73.8i
Table 6.7: Eigen analysis o f  semi-active damping when damping is o ff
6.3.3 K alm an F ilter
The required dimensions for the noise co-variance matrices for the quarter car model differ from those for 
this model, and so the matrices used for the quarter car are extended to construct this Kalman filter. The 
matrices used are:
Qn=diag[5.06e-4 5.06e-4 5.06e-4 5.06e-4]
Rn=diag[4.76e-4 4.76e-4 4.76e-4 4.76e-4 4.76e-4 4.76e-4 4.76e-4 4.76e-4 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25]
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6.3.3.1 Time D om ain Sim ulation
In contrast to the Kalman filter implemented for the quarter car model, with the full car model it is 
assumed that sensors measure the sprung mass acceleration and velocity and the strut relative velocity and 
displacement. The estimator is generally very good in finding the true states; sample results are shown in 
Figure 6.41 to 6.44, however it has difficulty in estimating the displacement o f the cabin body (Figure 
6.42). As demonstrated with the quarter car model, a better estimate of the displacement can be found by 
integrating the corresponding velocity state estimate instead of using the Kalman response.
 T ru e  S ta te
—  E s tim a te d  S ta te0.8
0.6
-0.2
- 0 .4
1 .4
Tim e (s)
Figure 6.41: Angular pitch velocity+
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—  E s tim a te d  S ta le
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T im e (s)
Figure 6.42: Angular pitch displacement
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Figure 6.43: Velocity o f  com er l l f
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Figure 6.44: Displacement o f  com er  77+
6.4 litis Quarter Car Model
6.4.1 Fully-Active Suspension
The LQR controller is largely weighted towards decreasing the sprung mass velocity (first number 
in the Q matrix below) and then decreasing the wheel displacement. Unless otherwise stated, the values 
below are used for the results o f the LQR system that follow. The corresponding state variables are listed in 
Appendix A.
Q=diag[5e9 100 100 le4]
R=[le-2]
The litis model is inherently very nonlinear due to its kinematic suspension that introduces 
rotational degrees of freedom and due to its variable rate springs and dampers. As a result, significant 
differences are seen between the linearized equations of motions solved entirely in Simulink and interfacing 
the nonlinear ADAMS model with the Simulink controller. During linearization, the nonlinear spring and 
damper are assigned a constant stiffness value by linearizing their force generation equation about a specific 
configuration (called the set-point).
tNotice: the two active responses are nearly indistinguishable from  one another.
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The simplification is significant since the more the linear model deviates from the set-point 
configuration the more it will differ from the behaviour o f the nonlinear model. This especially holds true 
for the litis model since some of its force producing elements vary with its input to the fourth order. 
Nonetheless, comparing the nonlinear and linear models is a useful exercise in gauging the degree to which 
these nonlinearities influence the response.
6.4.1.1 Time Domain Simulation
 P a s s iv e  In te rfa c e
 P a s s iv e  Sim ulink
  LQ R Sim ulink
 LQR In te rfa c e
0.8
0.4co
13
Q1 0.20)o
CJ<
T30)ISI
(D£ 0.2o
Z - 0 .4
-0.6
-0.8
1 .05 1 .25  
Tim e (s)
1 .3 5  1.4 1 .4 5
Figure 6.45: Sprung mass vertical acceleration
Figure 6.45, 6.48 and 6.49 show a significant difference between the response o f the linear passive 
Simulink model and the nonlinear passive interface model. It appears as though the linear version has stiffer 
spring and damper rates than the nonlinear litis model, since the nonlinear passive model sees smaller cabin 
acceleration with greater tire force fluctuation. To confirm this theory the strut spring is linearized and 
compared to its original nonlinear form, which is:
Fs=-4.0092x106+(2.8397x107)jc-(6.7061x107)x2+(5.2796x107)x3 x in  [m] (6.6)
The derivative is taken and evaluated at the strut length when the vehicle is in static equilibrium 
( x0 =0.42896m). The result is the linear spring rate.
dx
=2.8397xl07 -2(6.7061xl07 )x+3(5.2796x 107 )x2 (6.7)
k. =
dx
=8.48kN/m
This result is then used in the following equation that defines the new linear spring force, where Fs(xo) is the 
new spring preload at the set-point (427N):
dF
F = 
te dx
Ax + Fs(x0) (6.8)
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In graphing and comparing the force generated by the linear and the nonlinear spring in Figure 
6.46, for a certain range o f spring length the linear spring generates a greater negative force (spring in 
compression) than its nonlinear version. When reviewing the results from Figure 6.49, the spring length 
stays within the range of 0.43m and 0.45m. In other words for the majority o f the simulation the linear 
version generates more force than its nonlinear counterpart. A less significant cause for the response 
differences is from the linearization o f the rotational degrees o f freedom, as discussed in Chapter 4.
0.2
0.45 0.47
^  -0 2  -
E -0.4
o
z  -0 .6  -
Spring Length (m)
----------------Linear Spring
----------------Nonlinear Spring
Figure 6.46: Force produced fo r  the linear and nonlinear spring
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Figure 6.47: Force magnitude (absolute) o f  the passive nonlinear spring and the active element
In contrast to the passive system, the linear and nonlinear versions o f the fully-active system have 
an extremely similar response. The reason is that the active element produces forces much greater than the 
passive elements (more than an order o f magnitude greater) as seen in Figure 6.47. Flere the active element 
force is the solid line series and the nonlinear passive spring force is the dashed series. The addition o f  the 
active element makes the differences caused by linearizing the spring force element almost insignificant.
Furthermore, although the active system drastically reduces the body acceleration, a small 
fluctuation in acceleration is seen after the disturbance is encountered. This characteristic was also seen in 
the full car lumped mass response.
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Figure 6.48: Tire dynamic force
The tire forces in Figure 6.48 are consistent with previous results which show that the active 
system increases the force fluctuation for an aggressive controller. In addition the nonlinear passive 
interface model sees more change in tire force than the linear passive system since the nonlinear springs 
tend to generate less resistive suspension force.
0.5
J:
- 0.5  P a s s iv e  Simulink
  LQR Simulink
 LQR In terface
 P a s s iv e  In te rface
1.05 1.25 
Time (s)
1.35 1.45
Figure 6.49: Suspension displacement
6.4.1.2 Eigen Analysis
The linear equations of motion synthesized by the static export and gravity export methods yield 
remarkably similar results. Although these models are created using two different processes, their resulting 
eigenvalues, natural frequency and damping rates are nearly identical (Table 6.8 and 6.9). Why this is the 
case is not known, a deeper knowledge of the algorithm used by ADAMS to linearize the system is needed. 
It was expected that the linear system resulting from the static export process would be noticeably stiffer 
since gravity and spring preload are not included during its linearization.
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Because the eigenvalues of these two systems are essentially identical, they yield identical 
responses, not only in time domain and frequency response but also in their production o f the LQR gain and 
Kalman filter. Hence in the interest o f space the results o f only one of these two systems will be shown.
Passive Suspension
N atura l Frequency 
(rad/s)
Dam ping
Ratio Eigenvalues
10.1 0.556 -5.64 ± 8.431
85.9 0.363 -31.2 ± 79.li
Table 6.8: Eigen analysis o f  the passive system, 
static export method
Passive Suspension
N atura l Frequency 
(rad/s)
Dam ping
Ratio
Eigenvalues
10.1 0.560 -5.65 ± 8.36i
85.8 0.363 -31.2 ± 79.1i
Table 6.9: Eigen analysis o f  the passive system, 
gravity export method
Table 6.10 is an eigen analysis conducted within ADAMS using the complete nonlinear model 
(tire spring included). These values are thought to be more accurate than those generated from the static 
export and gravity export method since linearization is done once without rebuilding the tire spring within 
Simulink. Nonetheless all three linearization methods produce a linear model that is essentially the same.
Passive Suspension
N atu ra l Frequency 
(rad/s)
Dam ping
Ratio Eigenvalues
10.1 0.559 -5.64 ± 8.37i
85.8 0.363 -31.2 ± 79.1i
Table 6.10: Eigen analysis o f  the passive system, 
from  ADAM S linearization
Yet again the fully-active suspension changes the eigenvalue of the sprung mass vibration (first 
row of Table 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10) to being overdamped with the dominant eigenvalue moving closer to 
positive real. At the same time the eigenvalue representing the unsprung mass vibration gets less damping 
in the active linear model.
At first the change o f the sprung mass eigenvalue to becoming more positive real may seem 
alarming as it indicates that the system response is closer to becoming unbounded and unstable. However 
this dominant eigenvalue is also overdamped, meaning that when its associated natural frequency is excited 
the response will not be oscillatory. Hence, even though the eigenvalue is more positive real for the active 
system, because it is overdamped it will probably never be actually excited.
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LQ R  Suspension
N atu ra l Frequency 
(rad/s)
Damping
Ratio Eigenvalues
n/a >1 -7.50e-2
87.2 2.30e-2 -2.04 ± 87.2i
n/a >1 -1.33e3
Table 6.11: Eigen analysis o f  the LQR fully-active system, 
static export method
6.4 .13 Frequency Response
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Figure 6.50: Sprung mass vertical acceleration
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Figure 6.51: Tire dynamic force
Remnants o f the invariant point from the previous two vehicle models exist in the litis frequency 
response plots (Figure 6.50 to 6.52). For example, for the sprung mass acceleration the gap between the 
active and passive system tends to close drastically in the range o f the wheel hop. At the same time an 
invariant point is present for the suspension displacement and the tire force response since at a particular 
frequency the active system has no effect on the system response, regardless o f the LQR gain used.
Encouragingly, the body acceleration is reduced throughout the frequency range, particularly for 
frequencies around the sprung mass resonance. These responses also confirm that for this manoeuvre, an 
increase in ride comes at a cost o f greater vehicle suspension displacement at the wheel hop frequency,
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translating to greater tire forces. Although the system now includes a kinematic suspension, the system 
behaviour for the most part mimics that o f the lumped mass vehicles.
0.4
—  Passive 
  LQR0.2
S  -0.4
- 0.8
Frequency (rad/sec)
Figure 6.52: Suspension displacement 
6.4.2 Fully-Active versus Semi-Active
For the models shown in this section, the following parameters are used for the semi-active switch.
High damping coefficient: 30kNs/m 
Low damping coefficient: ONs/m
6.4.2.1 Time Domain Simulation
Because of the significant differences between the linear and nonlinear vehicle models, only the 
interfacing systems are analyzed in this section.
 P a s s iv e  Interface
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Figure 6.53: Sprung mass vertical acceleration
Both the semi-active and fully-active systems decrease the body acceleration while substantially 
increasing the tire normal forces and the suspension displacements. The discrete changes in the body 
acceleration o f the semi-active system are produced by the instantaneous switching o f the controller 
between high and low damping. This occurs because the switching algorithm does not consider the
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detrimental effects o f instantaneously switching between high and low damping on the sprung mass 
acceleration; for this a more sophisticated algorithm is required.
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Figure 6.54: Tire dynamic force
Although at times it is slightly dissipative (Figure 6.56), the fully-active system is mostly 
absorptive o f power in its attempt to decrease cabin movement. On the other hand the semi-active system is 
only dissipative and reaches magnitudes far smaller than its fully-active counterpart. As Figure 6.57 
indicates, both active systems increase the tendency for tire lift.
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Figure 6.55: Suspension displacement
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Figure 6.56: Power consumption o f  active element 
while traveling over speed bump
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Figure 6.57: Tire lift o ff  tracking function TL
6A.2.2 Eigen Analysis
Table 6.12 suggests that when damping is on, the sprung mass mode o f vibration becomes 
overdamped while the unsprung mass mode damping, relative to the passive system, is significantly 
reduced. The system is overdamped when switched high because o f the excessively large damping 
coefficient used for this model. However, as shown in Figure 6.58, being overdamped does not significantly 
influence the vehicle response during the bump disturbance since the controller is mostly switched off 
during this time. Instead, its influence is greatest after the disturbance, when the E.C.U. is switched to high 
damping.
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Semi-Active Suspension, High Damping
Natural Frequency 
(rad/s)
Damping
Ratio Eigenvalues
n/a
n/a
89.2
>1
>1
1.30e-2
-1.83 
-52.2 
-1.19 ± 89.2i
Table 6.12: Eigen analysis o f  semi-active damping 
when damping is on, static export method
Semi-Active Sus pension, Low Damping
Natural Frequency 
(rad/s)
Damping
Ratio Eigenvalues
9.69
89.9
0
0
0 ± 9.69i 
0 ± 89.9i
Table 6.13: Eigen analysis o f  semi-active damping 
when damping is off, static export method
—  S p eed -B u m p  D istu rbance  
  S em i-A ctive  Sw itch  S ta te
t-----
• 1 \
1 1
1 \
1
f
\
Time (s)
Figure 6.58: State o f  the semi-active switch and the road disturbance versus time 
(state 1- high damping, state 0- low damping)
6.4.3 Kalman Filter
The noise matrices used for the Kalman filter are:
Q„=[5.06e-4]
Rn=diag[4.76e-4 0.25 0.25]
The weight matrices (with the corresponding state variables listed in Appendix A) used for the LQR 
controller are:
Q=diag[5e9 100 100 le4]
R=[le-2]
6.4.3.1 Time Domain Simulation
Displayed in Figure 6.59 to 6.62 are the results o f using the nonlinear interface quarter car model 
with the Kalman filter and the LQR controller. When assuming that the sensor measures are the sprung 
mass velocity and acceleration, and the suspension displacement, the performance of the filter is not as 
good as with the previous vehicle models. A reason may be that the Kalman filter design is based on the 
constant eigenvalue linear vehicle model. However in the results below the state estimator is used with the 
nonlinear version of the vehicle with changing eigenvalues, suggesting that the filter may not be optimal for 
this nonlinear model. Nonetheless, reasonable state estimates are produced by the filter, and these drive the
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estimate error to zero with time. Improved performance may be attained by using a different set o f sensor 
measurements.
1
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—  E stim a ted  S ta te
0.6
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0.Z
0
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Time (s)
Figure 6.59: Sprung mass velocity
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Figure 6.60: Sprung mass displacement
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Figure 6.61: Lower control arm angular velocity
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Figure 6.62: Lower control arm angular displacement
6.5 litis Full Car Model
6.5.1 Fully-Active Suspension
In remaining consistent with the previous models, here the states that are the most to least 
weighted are the sprung mass: pitch velocity, pitch displacement, roll velocity, roll displacement and 
vertical velocity. The bounce mode is not weighted as much since studies have shown that pitch and roll 
motions are more bothersome to passengers. Here the Q and R weight matrices are diagonal matrices and 
unless otherwise stated, the matrices below are used for the LQR results. The corresponding state variables 
are listed in Appendix A.
Q=diag[l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  le9 le9 1 1 1 1  2e9 le9 1 1 le9 1]
R=diag[4e-2 4e-2 4e-2 4e-2]
6.5.1.1 Time Domain Simulation
As with the quarter car litis, the passive nonlinear and linear model show significant differences in 
their response for Figure 6.63 to 6.65. Like the quarter car litis, this is attributed to the stiffness difference 
between the linear and nonlinear passive springs. The linear model tends to have greater acceleration 
initially but then generally sees less than the nonlinear version after the disturbance. A reason may be that 
as the strut changes in length with time, the nonlinear elements generate both greater and smaller forces 
than their linear version. This would change the relative stiffness o f the two models as time proceeds.
The fully-active suspension is most effective in reducing the acceleration peaks of the sprung mass 
acceleration at the expense o f introducing a low amplitude high frequency acceleration response later on in 
time for the vertical and roll acceleration.
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Figure 6.63: Sprung mass vertical acceleration
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Figure 6.64: Sprung mass roll acceleration
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 Passive Interface
 Passive Simulink
 LQR interface
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Figure 6.65: Sprung mass pitch acceleration
For the responses in Figure 6.66 and 6.67, the linearized Simulink LQR model sees greater tire 
force and suspension movement than its nonlinear version, even though the behaviour o f these two models 
is similar for the cabin acceleration responses. Regardless o f this, both systems demonstrate deterioration in 
tire normal force and suspension movement compared to the passive systems. The aggressive LQR optimal 
gain that delivers a significant control force, even when the states of the system are low, is thought to 
contribute to the oscillatory response after the disturbance is encountered.
 Passive interface
 Passive Simulink
 LQR Interface
  LQR Simulink0.8
0.4
0.2
/•v.
Z  -0 .2
-0 .4
-0.6
-0.1
1.4
Time (s)
Figure 6.66: Tire dynamic force o f  com er 11
Like the full car lumped mass model, the active litis systems decrease the roll movement o f the 
sprung mass (Figure 6.64). This shows that despite the increase in tire force fluctuation (a result o f the road 
bump input), during a handling manoeuvre with just body inertial inputs, the active systems would better
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preserve the change in normal force on the tires due to a decrease in mass transfer. This leads to an increase 
in lateral tire forces which indicates an increase in handling.
0.8 —  Passive Interface
—  Passive Simulink
—  LQR Interface 
  LQR Simulink0.6
0.4
£ 0.2 -
-0.4
-0.6
1.4
Time (s)
Figure 6.67: Suspension displacement o f comer 11
6.5.1.2 Eigen Analysis
Unlike the full car lumped mass model, the litis cabin body is free to translate in the x and y 
direction and rotate about the z-axis. Hence the full car litis has three free modes of vibration, meaning that 
it is completely unconstrained in three directions and so in theory should have three zero eigenvalues. These 
eigenvalues are shown in the first three rows of Table 6.14,6.15 and 6.16. They are not exactly zero, but are 
in the order of 10'7 to 10'9 with some having positive real components. Even when linearized directly by 
ADAMS (Table 6.16), the free mode eigenvalues are not exactly zero as a result o f numerical error.
Because the free mode eigenvalues of the static export and gravity export models have positive 
real components, they are slightly unstable. However, all is not lost because the positive real components 
are of such low order that the linear models still behave reasonably and can still be used to create the E.C.U. 
This feature cannot be circumvented unless the models are constrained in these free directions- but this 
would produce a less realistic model.
These tables also demonstrate that all three linearization methods match quite closely, further 
proving that the static and gravity export linearization procedures yield similar linear models. When these 
two models are extended to active suspension they yield identical results once more.
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Passive Suspension
Natural Frequency 
(rad/s)
Damping
Ratio Eigenvalues
0.162 -1.36e-8 2.19e-9 ±0.161i
0.162 7.35e-8 -1.20e-8±0.162i
0.167 -3.76e-8 6.29e-9 ±0.167i
8.87 0.492 -4.36 ± 7.72i
10.0 0.561 -5.64 ± 8.32i
n/a >1 -11.4
n/a >1 -45.4
71.7 0.347 -24.9 ± 67.2i
85.8 0.360 -30.9 ± 80.0i
86.8 0.363 -31.5 ± 80.6i
89.1 0.346 -31.1 ± -84.4i
Table 6.14: Eigen analysis o f  the passive system, static export method
Passive Suspension
Natural Frequency 
(rad/s)
Damping
Ratio Eigenvalues
0.163 -1.55e-7 2.50e-8±0.161i
0.162 9.04e-7 -1.47e-7±0.162i
0.167 1.94e-7 -3.25e-8±0.167i
8.54 0.511 -4.37 ± 7.34i
n/a >1 -9.76
10.0 0.563 -5.64 ± 8.27i
n/a >1 -46.8
71.8 0.348 -25.0 ± 67.3i
85.8 0.360 -30.9 ± 79.9i
86.8 0.363 -31.5 ± 80.8i
90.0 0.346 -31.1 ±84.4i
Table 6.15: Eigen analysis o f  the passive system, gravity export method
Passive Suspension
Natural Frequency 
(rad/s)
Damping
Ratio Eigenvalues
5.10e-02 4.32e-8 -2.20e-9 ± 5.10e-2i
5.14e-02 2.35e-8 -1.21e-9±5.14e-2i
5.29e-02 1.39e-8 -7.33e-10±5.29e-2i
8.54 0.512 -4.37 ± 7.33i
n/a >1 -9.71
10.0 0.564 -5.64 ± 8.26i
n/a >1 -46.9
71.8 0.348 -24.9 ± 67.3i
85.8 0.360 -30.9 ± 80.0i
86.8 0.363 -31.5 ± 80.8i
89.9 0.346 -31.1 ±84.4i
Table 6.16: Eigen analysis o f  the passive system, ADAMS linearization
For this vehicle the LQR changes the eigenvalues of the passive system the same way in which the 
eigenvalues are changed by the previous three vehicle models. Damping is both increased and decreased 
while the dominant eigenvalues of the LQR suspension are closer to being positive real than the passive
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version. It is these changes that contribute to the difference in the behaviour between the passive and fully- 
active suspension systems.
LQ R  Suspension
N atura l Frequency 
(rad/s)
Dam ping
Ratio Eigenvalues
0.162 7.24e-5 -1.17e-5±0.161i
0.163 2.81e-6 -4.56e-7±0.162i
0.177 7.16e-5 -1.20e-5±0.167i
n/a >1 -0.660
n/a >1 -0.850
n/a >1 -1.08
84.9 0.177 -14.9 ± 83.6i
85.2 0.163 -13.9 ± 84.li
85.6 3.60e-2 -3.08 ± 85.6i
89.9 0.346 -31.1 ± 84.4i
n/a >1 -156
n/a >1 -171
n/a >1 -886
Table 6.17: Eigen analysis o f the LQR fully-active system, static export method
In looking more closely at Table 6.17, with the LQR gain included in the system, the free modes of 
vibration still exist (listed as the first three eigenvalues). With the LQR algorithm these eigenvalues, that 
previously had positive real components for the passive suspension, are now slightly negative. This is 
because, so long as the LQR is solvable, it guarantees system stability regardless if  the original plant is 
stable or not.
6.5.1.3 Frequency Response
As shown earlier the linear version of the litis model is somewhat different than the nonlinear 
response. Hence the following frequency response plots hold less accuracy since they are based on the 
linear models. Nonetheless, looking at these graphs is a valuable exercise, as it lends insight into the system 
behaviour for a range of input frequencies.
The LQR system is effective in reducing the body acceleration for road frequencies within the 
region of the sprung and unsprung mass natural frequency and also for frequencies greater than the 
unsprung mass natural frequency. For bounce, roll and pitch acceleration the system exhibits an invariant 
point at the unsprung mass natural frequency. The roll acceleration invariant point is not as strong since at 
this frequency a small improvement is seen with the fully-active system.
These invariant points for the sprung mass acceleration do not negate the value o f fully-active 
suspension. To improve ride, reduction in system acceleration for frequencies near the sprung mass natural 
frequency is required- not at the higher frequency of the unsprung mass. Furthermore, Hrovat {31} reported 
that these invariant points disappear when tire damping is considered, regardless o f how small a value is 
used.
For the weighting matrices selected, there is a cross over point between the passive and the fully- 
active suspension, below this point the active system generates more body acceleration than the passive
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system. This crossover occurs below the sprung mass natural frequency for all three body acceleration 
responses. However the location of these crossover points are dependant on the values of the weighting 
matrices and so are not invariant points.
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Figure 6.68: Sprung mass vertical acceleration
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Figure 6.69: Sprung mass roll acceleration
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Figure 6.70: Sprung mass pitch acceleration
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Once more the linear frequency response shows that the active suspension deteriorates the tire 
contact forces (Figure 6.71) in the wheel hop region while strengthening it in the unsprung mass resonant 
region. This response is in accordance with the suspension displacement response which shows a similar 
pattern. These responses are consistent with the previous models since here the LQR system changes the 
system eigenvalues the same way it alters the eigenvalues o f the previous vehicle models.
 Passive
 LQR0.92
S '  0.85
*  0.77
E 0.69
0.62
0.54
Frequency (rad/sec)
Figure 6.71: Tire dynamic force  o f  com er 11
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-0 .33
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Figure 6.72: Suspension displacement o f  com er 11
Based on these results, a variable frequency dependant LQR gain may be worthwhile. For 
frequencies near the sprung mass resonance, the LQR could be switched to improve ride and near the wheel 
hop the controller could be weighted to improve the tire forces.
6.5.2 Fully-Active versus Semi-Active
For the models in this section, the following param eters are used.
Semi-active high damping coefficient: 7kNs/m 
Semi-active low damping coefficient: ONs/m 
Semi-active passive damper coefficient: 2.5kNs/m
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6.5.2.1 Time Domain Simulation
In comparing the nonlinear passive, semi-active and fully-active systems in Figure 6.73 to 6.75, 
the performance of the semi-active system seems impressive. For the most part it follows the response of 
the passive system while reducing the acceleration peaks of the body. Also for the weighting matrices used, 
the LQR algorithm reduces the body acceleration relative to both the semi-active and passive systems. 
There are instances however where the fully-active system has a worse than passive performance as in 
Figure 6.75.
It should also be mentioned that the performance of the LQR algorithm is even more impressive 
when looking at the velocity response of the sprung mass. The fully-active system almost immediately 
reaches and fluctuates about zero velocity, even when even using a smaller feedback controller gain. In 
other words the controller is better at reducing the sprung mass velocity than it is at reducing the system 
acceleration.
0.8
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  LQR Interface
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Figure 6.73: Sprung mass vertical acceleration
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Figure 6.74: Sprung mass roll acceleration
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Figure 6.75: Sprung mass pitch acceleration
Similar to the quarter car litis response, well after the disturbance the full car sees large suspension 
and tire force fluctuations while the passive suspension has next to none (Figure 6.76 and 6.77). These 
fluctuations are caused by the attempts o f the controller to stabilize the movements o f the sprung mass that 
has a large inertia. Furthermore these continued oscillations may also be a result of the low damping 
associated with the unsprung mass as seen in Table 6.17.
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Figure 6.76: Tire dynamic force o f  com er 11
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Figure 6.77: Suspension displacement o f  com er 11
As Figure 6.78 shows, the fully-active system consumes more power than the semi-active damper 
dissipates. The oscillatory behaviour o f the fully-active system is also extended to the power consumption 
of the active element since the actuator continues to demand power well after the speed bump has been 
passed. Curiously a large impulsive peak in power is dissipated by the fully-active system (f  = 1.04s) 
which is not present in the other vehicle models. This is most likely due to a numerical anomaly from the 
numerical solver in integrating the system equations.
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Figure 6.78: Power consumption o f  active element 
while traveling over speed bump, comer 11
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Figure 6.79: Tire lift o ff tracking function TL o f comer 11
6.5.2.2 Eigen Analysis
Unlike the previous semi-active models, passive strut dampers are included in the semi-active 
system for the full car nonlinear litis model. This is because without any passive dampers present, for the 
speed bump manoeuvre, the ADAMS model becomes unstable and the suspension ‘snaps’. This occurs 
because while encountering the speed bumps, the semi-active switch controller is most often switched to 
zero damping; i.e. no suspension damping is initially present. As a result, suspension displacements that 
become too large for the vehicle to withstand are produced before the system can react.
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Also, because the semi-active damper delivers a force proportional to the absolute sprung mass 
velocity, changing the low state o f the switch to a non-zero damping coefficient has little effect. This is 
because the sprung mass, which has an initial zero velocity, takes time to accumulate a vertical velocity for 
this disturbance and so during the bump its velocity is extremely small. As a result an extremely low force 
would still be applied during this time and instabilities in the ADAMS model would still be present. If 
instead a random road profile were used, this issue would not exist due to the continuous switching o f the 
controller throughout the disturbance.
Semi-Active Suspension, High D am ping
N atu ra l Frequency 
(rad/s)
Dam ping
Ratio Eigenvalues
0.161 -5.34e-8 8.62e-9 ±0.161i
0.162 5.13e-5 -8.35e-6 ± 0.162i
0.167 -3.16e-8 -5.29e-9±0.167i
8.63 0.134 -1.16 ± 8.55i
9.70 0.818 -7.93 ± 5.58i
18.2 0.243 -4.45 ± 17.7i
88.2 8.65e-2 -7.63 ± 89.9i
89.4 9.33e-2 -8.35 ± 89.0i
89.9 8.59e-2 -7.72 ± 89.6i
89.9 8.45e-2 -7.60 ± 89.7i
Table 6.18: Eigen analysis o f  semi-active damping 
when damping is on, static export method
When compared to the passive suspension, the semi-active suspension in its low damping mode 
(Table 6.19), has a much smaller damping associated with the last four eigenvalues. These eigenvalues 
represent the unsprung mass natural frequency modes o f vibration. Also the system here, unlike the passive 
system, has no modes o f vibration that are overdamped; in fact the system at this state has significantly 
lower damping than the passive system. When compared to the fully-active system, the semi-active system 
in its high damping mode generally demonstrates less damping for both the sprung and unsprung mass 
modes of vibration.
Semi-Active Suspension, Low Dam ping
N atu ra l Frequency 
(rad/s)
Dam ping
R atio Eigenvalues
0.161 -3.09e-9 4.99e-10±0.161i
0.162 1.78e-8 -2.89e-9±0.162i
0.167 -8.52e-9 1.42e-9 ±0.167i
8.54 0.116 -0.990 ± 8.49i
9.68 0.130 -1.25 ± 9.58i
18.2 0.244 -4.45 ± 17.7i
89.4 8.41e-2 -7.52 ± 89.0i
89.4 9.33e-2 -8.35 ± 89.0i
89.9 8.45e-2 -7.60 ± 89.7i
90.0 8.59e-2 -7.74 ± 89.7i
Table 6.19: Eigen analysis o f  semi-active damping 
when damping is off, static export method
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6.5.3 Kalman Filter
The weight matrices used for the LQR controller are:
Q=diag[l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  le9  le9 1 1 1 1  2e9 le9  1 1 le9 1]
R=diag[0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5]
The noise matrices used for the Kalman filter are:
Q„=diag[5.06e-4 5.06e-4 5.06e-4 5.06e-4]
R„=diag[4.76e-4 4.76e-4 4.76e-4 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25]
6.5.3.1 Time Domain Simulation
In evaluating the Kalman filter, results are shown for the linearized vehicle from the gravity export 
method rather than the nonlinear ADAMS model. Also, here the assumed sensor measures are the sprung 
mass vertical, pitch and roll velocities along with the four suspension velocities. In practice the strut 
velocity can easily be measured directly or indirectly (by first measuring its displacement with an L.V.D.T. 
and then passing the signal through a filtered derivative).
Some typical results comparing the true versus estimated states for certain measures are shown in 
Figure 6.80 to 6.83. Notice that the Kalman filter is very good at estimating the states for the body 
movement but not as good for the unsprung motion. For a more realistic response, more realistic matrices 
representing the sensor noise are required.
 T rue  S ta te
—  Estimated State
0.5
O
0.5
1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2
Time (s)
Figure 6.80: Angular pitch velocity*
 True S ta te
—  Estim ated S tate
= |  0.5
■O o <u <d
td »
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Figure 6.81: Angular pitch position
* Notice: the two responses are nearly indistinguishable from  one another.
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Figure 6.82: Angular velocity o f  com er 11
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Figure 6.83: Angular displacement o f  com er 11
6.6 litis Full Car Model with Bushings
6.6.1 Passive Suspension
6.6.1.1 Time Domain Simulation
In adding bushings to the suspension, the system response is altered in magnitude while roughly 
keeping the same response pattern (Figure 6.84 to 6.88). The interface model without the bushings tends to 
see higher sprung mass acceleration than the interface model with bushings. On the other hand the 
linearized versions o f these two models are almost exactly the same in their response, indicating that the 
linearization process minimizes the influence of the bushings on the resulting linear model.
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 Passive Interface
  Passive Simulink
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Figure 6.84: Sprung mass vertical acceleration
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Figure 6.85: Sprung mass roll acceleration
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 Passive Interface
  Passive Simulink
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Figure 6.86: Sprung mass pitch acceleration
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Figure 6.87: Tire dynamic force o f  com er 11
For the tire force and suspension movement (Figure 6.87 and 6.88 respectively) there is a 
negligible difference between the linear models that have and don’t have bushings and a significant 
difference between their nonlinear versions. The nonlinear system with bushings behaves as though its 
suspension is softer than the system without bushings. This makes sense since although the bushings are 
extremely stiff, they are less stiff than a suspension without bushings (as though bushings o f infinite 
stiffness are used).
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Figure 6.88: Suspension displacement o f comer 11
6.6.2 Passive versus Fully-Active Suspension
The weights used for both the linear and nonlinear models are:
Q=diag[l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 le8 le6  1 1 le8 le8 2e8 le8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ]
R=diag[0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5]
These matrices are tuned by optimizing the response of the nonlinear interface model and is 
weighted towards decreasing body velocity like the previous models. The corresponding state variables are 
listed in Appendix A.
6.6.2.1 Time Domain Simulation
As Figure 6.89 to 6.93 shows, the active nonlinear system is consistently better than the passive 
system in ride, but the active linear model is not as effective compared to the linear passive model. The 
linear active suspension is probably less effective since it is very different from its original nonlinear 
version. As a result the LQR controller is not simultaneously optimal for both linear and nonlinear models.
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 Passive Bushings Interface
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Figure 6.89: Sprung mass vertical acceleration
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Figure 6.90: Sprung mass roll acceleration
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Figure 6.91: Sprung mass pitch acceleration
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Figure 6.92: Tire dynamic force o f  com er 11
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Figure 6.93: Suspension displacement o f  com er 11
6.6.3 Eigen Analysis
Table 6.20 to 6.22 are the eigen analysis for the passive and fully-active suspension system with 
bushings. One of the main objectives o f adding bushings in the full vehicle model is to see if the LQR will 
solve a system with a large number of degrees o f freedom (38) and if the interface between ADAMS and 
Simulink can cope with having to exchange a larger number of variables. As expected the computing time 
to solve the LQR gain and the solve time of the interface model is somewhat longer than the models 
without bushings, but is still reasonable.
The eigenvalues of the passive suspension without bushings are roughly preserved when the 
bushings are added; they are listed as the first eleven eigenvalues in Table 6.20 and 6.21. The remaining 
eigenvalues are from the bushings that add high frequency components to the vehicle.
The original eigenvalues are even identifiable with the LQR system of Table 6.22; they also 
correspond to the first eleven entries. LQR again slightly changes the value of the free body eigenvalues so 
that their real components are negative and also changes the system damping, most notably the sprung mass 
modes of vibration are increased.
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Passive Suspension
N atural Frequency 
(rad/s)
Dam ping
Ratio Eigenvalues
0.161 -6.25e-9 1.01e-9±0.161i
0.162 4.46e-8 -7.24e-9 ± 0.162i
0.167 -2.05e-8 3.43e-9±0.167i
9.86 0.420 -4.14 ± 8.94i
11.2 0.481 -5.39 ± 9.83i
n/a >1 -17.0
n/a >1 -40.4
70.9 0.364 -25.9 ± 66.11
87.1 0.349 -30.5 ± 81.6i
88.2 0.352 -31.0 ± 82.6i
90.8 0.334 -30.3 ± 85.6i
228 7.25e-2 -16.6 ± 228i
229 7.10e-2 -16.3 ± 229i
235 7.05e-2 -16 .6± 234 i
251 8.64e-2 -21.7 ± 250i
299 0.130 -39.0 ± 296i
300 0.124 -37.4 ± 298i
304 0.114 -34.6 ± 301i
304 0.123 -37.3 ± 301i
342 0.347 -118 ± 320i
342 0.349 -119 ± 320i
356 0.341 -121 ± 334i
367 0.296 -108 ± 350i
414 0.212 -87.7 ± 405i
419 0.212 -88.9 ± 409i
433 0.234 -101 ± 420i
438 0.239 -104± 425i
1.12e3 0.569 -639 ± 922i
1.12e3 0.571 -642 ± 923i
1.13e3 0.574 -647 ± 924i
1.13e3 0.575 -650 ± 925i
1.14e3 0.412 -472 ± 1.04e3i
1.14e3 0.411 -471 ± 1.04e3i
1.14e3 0.412 -472 ± 1.04e3i
1.15e3 0.421 -486 ± 1.05e3i
1.57e3 0.850 -1 .34e3±828i
1.57e3 0.856 -1.35e3 ± 813i
1.57e3 0.855 -1.34e3 + 816i
1.57e3 0.857 -1.35e3 + 812i
Table 6.20: Eigen analysis o f  the passive suspension, static export method
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Passive Suspension
N atura l Frequency 
(rad/s)
Dam ping
R atio Eigenvalues
n /a >1 -13.4
n /a >1 -43.9
5.10e-2 7.41e-8 -3.78e-9±5.10e-2i
5.14e-2 2.01e-8 1.03e-9 ±5.14e-2i
5.29e-2 9.68e-8 -5.12e-9 ±5.29e-2i
9.34 0.445 -4.16 ± 8.36i
10.9 0.494 -5.39 ±9.47i
71.1 0.358 -25.6 ± 66.4i
86.7 0.346 -30.0 ±81.4i
87.8 0.348 -30.6 ± 82.3i
90.5 0.331 -29.9 ± 85.31
227 7.55e-2 -17.2 ± 227i
228 7.41e-2 -16.9 ± 227i
233 7.38e-2 -17.2 ± 232i
249 9.09e-2 -22.6 ± 248i
300 0.127 -38.1 ± 297i
301 0.121 -36.5 ±299i
304 1.20 -36.6 ± 302i
304 0.111 -33.6 ± 302i
341 0.349 -119 ± 3191
341 0.348 -119 ± 3191
354 0.340 -120 ± 3331
364 0.293 -106 ± 348i
410 0.214 -87.5 ± 400i
414 0.213 -88.3 ± 404i
428 0.236 -101 ±416i
434 0.244 -106 ± 420i
1.58e3 0.856 -1.35e3 ± 815i
1.57e3 0.855 -1.35e3 ± 8161
1.57e3 0.854 -1.34e3 ± 8181
1.57e3 0.849 -1.34e3 ± 8301
1.12e3 0.570 -640 ± 922i
1.13e3 0.572 -643 ± 923i
1.13e3 0.574 -648 ± 924i
1.13e3 0.576 -651 ± 9251
1.14e3 0.413 -472 ± 1.04e3i
1.15e3 0.412 -472 ± 1.04e3i
1.15e3 0.412 -472 ± 1.04e3i
1.15e3 0.422 -487 ± 1.05e3i
Table 6.21: Eigen analysis o f  the passive system, ADAMS linearization
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LQR Suspension
Natural Frequency 
(rad/s)
Damping
Ratio Eigenvalues
1.42e3 3.74e-5 -6.04e-6±0.161i
1.62e3 2.17e-6 -3.53e-7 ± 0.162i
1.67e3 5.06e-5 -8.46e-6±0.167i
n/a >1 -5.55
9.95 0.849 -8.44 ± 5.26i
11.2 0.764 -8.57 ± 7.24i
76.4 0.230 -18.2 ± 74.2i
86.8 0.347 -30.1 ± 81.5i
87.8 0.349 -30.7 ± 82.4i
90.8 0.334 -30.3 ± 85.6i
n/a >1 -107
228 7.17e-2 -16.4 ± 228i
229 7.10e-2 -16.3 ± 229i
235 7.05e-2 -16.6 ± 234i
251 8.65e-2 -21.7 ± 250i
299 0.129 -38.6 ± 297i
300 0.124 -37.4 ± 298i
304 0.114 -34.6 ± 302i
304 0.122 -37.2 ± 302i
342 0.347 -119 ± 321i
342 0.348 -119 ± 321i
355 0.341 -121 ±334i
369 0.292 -108 ± 353i
414 0.212 -87.7 ± 405i
418 0.212 -88.8 ± 409i
433 0.233 -101 ±421i
438 0.239 -104 ± 425i
1.12e3 0.569 -639 ± 922i
1.12e3 0.571 -642 ± 923i
1.13e3 0.574 -647 ± 924i
1.13e3 0.575 -650 ± 925i
1.14e3 0.412 -472 ± 1.04e3i
1.14e3 0.411 -471 ± 1.04e3i
1.14e3 0.412 -472 ± 1.04e3i
1.15e3 0.421 -486 ± 1.05e3i
1.57e3 0.850 -1.34e3 ± 827i
1.57e3 0.856 -1 .35e3±812i
1.57e3 0.855 -1 .35e3±816i
1.57e3 0.857 -1 .35e3±812i
Table 6.22: Eigen analysis o f  the LQR fully-active system, static export method
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6.7 Solve M ode Perform ance
Table 6.23 is a summary o f the results attained from either solving the interface system using the 
discrete or continuous mode. The discrete mode is always dependable since it finds a solution all the time 
with reasonable solve times. The continuous mode however has difficulty in solving the more complicated 
models, either not being able to find a solution or producing a response that is not correct. When it is able to 
solve correctly however, it has run times quicker than its discrete mode counterpart. To get a smooth 
response for the discrete mode, the communication interval was set to 1 ms/cycle.
M odel System D iscrete M ode Continuous M ode
Q u arte r C a r 
Lum ped M ass
Passive, u=0 Solves Solves
LQR Solves Solves
LQG Solves Solves
Semi-Active Solves Solves
Full C ar 
Lum ped M ass
Passive, u=0 Solves Solves
LQR Solves Solves
LQG Solves Solves
Semi-Active Solves Solves
Q u arte r C ar 
litis
Passive, u=0 Solves Solves
LQR Solves High frequency noise response
LQG Solves Crashes when executed- does not solve
Semi-Active Solves Solves
Full C a r litis
Passive, u=0 Solves Solves
LQR Solves Solves incorrectly - high frequency, high 
amplitude response
LQG Solves Does not solve
Semi-Active Solves Solves extremely slow
Full C a r litis 
w ith Bushings
Passive, u=0 Solves Crashes, does not solve, extremely slow
LQR Solves Too slow, does not solve
Table 6.23: Summary o f  the solver methods used
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7.0 Conclusions
Two software suites were used with one another to model and evaluate active suspension systems 
for various vehicle models. A quarter and full car model have both been created for a lumped mass vehicle 
and for the Bombardier litis utility truck. For each vehicle model, a fully-active and semi-active system has 
been implemented for comparison with a passive suspension. One of the requirements of the LQR system is 
knowledge o f all the system states. So that one does not have to use a sensor to measure every state variable 
in a vehicle, a Kalman filter was used with the E.C.U. Finally, bushings were added to the full car litis 
model to evaluate its effect on the surrounding systems.
This research focused on the ride characteristics of the vehicle by evaluating the system when 
disturbed by either a vertical speed bump or a sine wave. Hence these conclusions cannot be directly 
extended to the handling behaviour o f the vehicle; for that a different simulation environment is needed. 
Here the fully-active control algorithm made use of the linear quadratic regulator while the semi-active 
suspension adopted the switching law developed by Kamopp et al. {26}. The controller was created in 
Matlab/Simulink while the vehicle was modeled and simulated using various methods.
For the lumped mass vehicle, the models were attained one of three ways: 1. linear vehicle derived 
from analytical equations and implemented in Simulink, 2. linear vehicle modeled partially by ADAMS and 
exported to Simulink for completion or 3. vehicle modeled in ADAMS and solved in its nonlinear form by 
software interfacing. For the Bombardier litis vehicle, the models were produced by one of the three 
methods: 1. linear vehicle produced thru the static export method, 2. linear vehicle produced thru the 
gravity export method or 3. vehicle modeled in ADAMS and solved in its nonlinear form by software 
interfacing.
Software Interface
Interfacing ADAMS with Simulink to simulate a multi-domain system proved successful. The link 
was able to exchange a large number o f variables with reasonable run times, providing the user a 
convenient arena to conduct such studies. The discrete solve mode was able to find the system response for 
all simulations conducted while the continuous solve mode was only successful in solving simple systems.
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Fully-Active Control
In implementing the LQR algorithm, a significant increase in ride performance was attained at the 
expense o f the wheel movement. The active system increased the suspension movement, the tire dynamic 
force and the tire lift off tendency relative to the passive suspension. In addition the fully-active system was 
able to decrease the sprung mass acceleration by as much as 87% but increase the tire forces by as much as 
75% relative to the passive suspension. These results were consistent with the eigen analysis that indicated 
that the LQR, when weighted towards ride, increased the damping of the sprung mass vibration mode, 
while reducing the damping of the unsprung mass mode.
As shown in the frequency response plots, a shortcoming of the controller was its inability to 
simultaneously increase the ride performance, at the sprung mass natural frequency and decrease the tire 
force fluctuation at the unsprung mass natural frequency. As demonstrated with the quarter car model, the 
algorithm was able to achieve both goals, but only by using two separate sets o f weighting matrices.
With the quarter car model, the system had a significantly better relative performance for the sine 
wave input than it did for the bump input. This seemed to indicate that the controller was less effective in 
dealing with discrete disturbances than in dealing with continuous disturbances, suggesting that a different 
control algorithm be used for different road disturbances.
Semi-Active Control
The performance of the semi-active suspension was for the most part intermediate to that of the 
passive and fully-active suspension. Its design was extremely well suited to dealing with the discrete bump 
disturbance since it switched to low damping during most o f the disturbance, an ideal situation for ride in 
this case. This system was able to decrease the sprung mass acceleration relative to the passive suspension 
by as much as 50% while increasing the tire forces by as much as 45%. However, at the same time, the 
controller was unable to switch between high and low damping without disturbing the body acceleration. 
For that, a more sophisticated switch algorithm is needed.
Nonetheless, with the savings in energy over the full-active suspension combined with a more 
sophisticated controller, this system has the potential o f approaching the performance o f the fully-active 
suspension without the complicated hardware.
Static Export Method versus Gravity Export Method
The static export and gravity export procedures, developed to attain proper linear plant models for 
the litis, produced essentially identical model responses both in the time and frequency domain. This 
similarity existed despite the fact that the role o f gravity differed in the two procedures. When the entire 
vehicle was constructed within ADAMS and the eigenvalues of the passive system was attained, they were 
found to be essentially identical to those produced from these two methods. This further validated these two 
procedures.
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Linear versus Nonlinear
For the lumped mass vehicle models, the linear and nonlinear versions were very similar in their 
behaviour with the differences being attributed to the linearization o f their rotational degrees of freedom.
However, a different scenario emerged for the litis vehicles. For the passive suspension, the linear 
and nonlinear versions differed significantly in their behaviour. This was shown to be caused by the 
linearization of the nonlinear force elements that produced substantially stiffer linear elements. However 
these differences became insignificant for the fully-active version since the active force element generated 
forces much greater than the passive elements. As a result the linear and nonlinear models were more 
similar in their behaviour.
Lumped Mass Model versus litis
Common response patterns, features and behaviour were noticed among the different vehicle 
models. Although the lumped mass vehicles did not have a working kinematic suspension, they were still 
able to demonstrate the same fundamental responses as the more complicated litis utility truck. These 
results confirm the value of these simplified lumped mass vehicles and their suitability for performing 
preliminary studies o f a vehicle’s behaviour.
Handling Performance
It is difficult to conclude how the active systems affect handling since the simulations conducted 
are for ride studies. There are two competing measures that each indicates opposite tendencies: the tire 
dynamic force and the body roll movement. For the road bump input, the active systems increase the 
fluctuation in tire forces while decreasing the roll movement of the body.
It is suggested that the increase in tire force fluctuations are a result of using the active systems 
with the bump road input. This is because to preserve ride, the fully-active systems reacts to the bump by 
pulling the sprung and unsprung mass in together and the semi-active system switches to low damping. 
With a different road input profile, the active systems would certainly react differently.
Hence if  one were to imagine how this system would behave while turning a comer on a smooth 
surface, one could say that the active systems would only act to decrease the body roll o f the vehicle. It 
would thus behave like an active anti-roll bar system1 with the ability of changing the relative roll stiffness 
between the front and rear suspensions. Having the ability o f changing the relative roll stiffness between the 
front and rear suspensions gives the added handling performance, as proven in TRW ’s ARC system. The 
reason is that it achieves a more balanced vehicle that has neither a tendency for understeer or oversteer- 
this increases the directional stability envelope of the car.
With these arguments in mind, it is the opinion of the author that the active systems would increase 
the handling o f the vehicle during cornering.
*Notice: An anti-roll bar promotes greater variations in left to right tire forces (than a passive system) when correcting 
roll, i.e. they put additional force on the outside tire and takes away force  from  the inside tire. The effect leads to a 
decrease in tire lateral grip with a reduction in body roll. This is why passenger vehicles usually only have fron t anti­
roll bars to promote understeer rather than oversteer.
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Kalman Filter
In using the Kalman filter to estimate and feed the states into the LQR controller, a slight 
deterioration in system performance was observed. However, with better noise matrix descriptions and a 
deeper investigation into what is best to measure with sensors, a better performance of the filter should be 
seen. Nonetheless, the state estimator proved to be a worthy technique o f implementing the LQR algorithm 
without having to measure all the system states.
Suspension Bushings
Adding bushings to the passive full car litis model changed the vehicle behaviour as though the 
suspension was now softer. However, these differences were not as prominent when the linear versions of 
the vehicle were considered- it is unclear how linearization affects the suspension bushing influence, but it 
seemed to minimize it. Also, with the fully-active suspension, since the response is dominated by the large 
forces from the active element, the bushings did not alter the vehicle behaviour significantly. With the 
addition o f the bushings, the degrees of freedom o f the model were increased dramatically and yet the LQR 
algorithm was still solvable and the ADAMS/Simulink interface was able to exchange the increased number 
o f variables reasonably well.
7.1 Recommendations
Vehicle Model
Increasing the vehicle model complexity for an increase in accuracy would be a worthwhile 
exercise. Two features of importance are the passenger seating and the powertrain. In this way a more 
accurate picture o f the acceleration levels felt by the occupants, including the influence of the engine would 
be attained.
To further explore the properties o f the invariant points for the frequency response of the system, 
tire damping should be included. This would confirm the comments by Hrovat {31} that these invariant 
points disappear when tire damping is considered. It is an important feature as it limits the effectiveness of 
active suspension around the frequency o f its existence.
To evaluate the influence of the nonlinear rotational degrees o f freedom of the litis model, the 
nonlinear force elements of its ADAMS model should be replaced with linear rates. In this way differences 
between the nonlinear ADAMS model and its corresponding linearized version would only be attributed to 
the linearization of the rotation terms of the sprung mass and suspension. Comparison of these two models 
would also shed light on the spring influence on the litis models.
Instead of driving the models by motion, one could instead use spindle forces as the input, similar 
to what is used on road test simulation durability rigs. The input data could be found from on road data 
acquisition testing for various road grades and vehicle manoeuvres. In this way, the static export and gravity 
export procedures could be avoided altogether in finding the linear model version since a virtual model o f 
the tire would not be needed. More information on this topic is found in {2}, {24}.
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C h a p t e r  7 . C o n c l u s io n s  a n d  R e c o m m e n d a t io n s
Controller
As discovered in the frequency response plots, the LQR controller is limited in its ability of 
simultaneously increasing ride performance at low input frequencies and preserving tire forces at high 
frequencies. A more sophisticated controller is recommended for use, one that is able to determine the input 
frequency and adjust the optimal gain accordingly. A possible solution might be in using a modified LQR 
algorithm that uses weighting matrices that are a function o f the unsprung mass oscillation frequency or 
road input frequency. It is not know if  such a controller currently exists but would be worth investigating.
Nonlinear control may also be valuable in being able to find a better compromise (than the LQR) 
between the body and wheel motion during a bump disturbance. For implementation in a real vehicle, the 
controller should have two modules, one for ride response and one for handling. The two can then be 
weighted against each other to find a better compromise between ride and handling.
An LQR control algorithm with the cost function as a function o f the sprung mass acceleration 
would allow the user to directly control the body acceleration rather than the body velocity. This would 
inevitably lead to a better acceleration response of the vehicle, which is the primary measure in evaluating 
ride quality.
The switch algorithm chosen approximated the ideal skyhook damper and so demonstrated the 
advantages o f increased ride but with an increase in wheel movement. Algorithms that approximate the 
combination o f a skyhook and ground-hook damper exist, and so would give a better performance in both 
ride and handling. Implementing such an algorithm should be considered for future studies. Also a more 
sophisticated switch controller that accounts for the discrete changes in body acceleration, when switching 
between high and low damping is needed.
ADAMS/Controls
One valuable feature in ADAMS/Controls would be the option o f exporting linear time variable 
state-space matrices to Simulink. This would increase the accuracy of the linear model but at the same time 
increase the computational demands since it would entail linearizing the ADAMS model and updating the 
matrices at a specific time rate. However the result would be a linear model with eigenvalues that change 
according to the vehicle configuration. The LQR algorithm could then be continuously updated based on 
these linear plant matrices to produce an LQR gain that would continue to be optimal with time.
To further improve ADAMS/Controls, motions of any kind should be able to be passed between 
the software programs regardless if they are a driving motion or not. Currently, it is not possible to pass 
forces from ADAMS to Simulink. Although for this study this feature was not needed, it may become 
important in other work and should be considered. In addition, motion should be able to be captured in the 
input state space matrix when linearizing and exporting the system to Simulink. This would avoid having to 
follow the static export and gravity export methods to attain a suitable linear plant model.
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C h a p t e r  7 . C o n c l u s io n s  a n d  R e c o m m e n d a t io n s
Miscellaneous
Future work should incorporate a hydraulic model into the active system. Although this may be 
done empirically and implemented in Simulink, the natural progression from this project would be to create 
the system in a third program and interface it with the vehicle model and the E.C.U. This would have the 
advantage of being able to perform preliminary simulations before prototyping, with the aim of tuning and 
optimizing the system parameters beforehand. Due to the characteristics o f hydraulic systems, it is 
expected that its addition would significantly change the system performance from what has been shown in 
this study. A potential software program to use is Easy5, it is able to link directly to both ADAMS and 
Simulink.
Due to its increased presence in production vehicles, an active anti-roll bar system could be 
simulated using the same techniques developed in this study. Systems similar to both BMW ’s Dynamic 
Drive and TRW ’s ARC could be evaluated and compared with a fully-active and semi-active system before 
deciding on which system to implement. However, in evaluating this system a handling analysis would be 
more valuable since that is the arena in which this system functions.
Using a random road input taken from real world vehicle testing would be valuable in further 
understanding the behaviour o f active systems. With this input, a more complete picture o f active 
suspension would emerge.
Handling studies should be conducted for various manoeuvres to obtain a complete picture o f the 
capabilities of active suspension. This would require using a more sophisticated tire model such as the 
Calspan model or the Magic Formula tire model. Although tire models today are empirical in nature, 
enough published data exists so that track testing would not be necessary for its virtual implementation. 
ADAMS/Car would be a suitable software to use for this.
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A p p e n d ix  A . L u m p e d  M a s s  E q u a t io n s  o f  M o t io n
A.A.0 Quarter Car Model
Tire Force 
Ft = k t(Zu-Zt)
Suspension Force
= k, (Zs -Z„ )+c„ (Zs -Z„) 
Equations o f  Motion 
ms^s = 'Fsc"Fu
m uZu =FSC+Fu-Ft 
State Variables 
x = (Zs ,ZS ,ZU ,ZU )T 
State-Space Form 
x = Ax+B,u+BjW 
where:
h .
m u ms ms ms
1 0 0 0
i2!_ K -cs, -(ks+kt)
m u m u mu mu
0 0 1 0
m.
Figure A.O: Quarter car model
1
----- '  0
nvs 0
0
1
w Si II k «
---- m um„u 0
0
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(A.O)
(A.1)
(A.2)
(A.3)
(A.4)
A.A.1 Half Car Model
m, mj
Figure A. 1: Half car model
Zu2
Tire Forces 
Front
Ft l = k tl(Zul-Ztl)
Rear
F,2 = k t2(Zu2-Zt2)
Suspension Forces 
Front
F sci = k . i  ( z s - I f sin0-Zul )+cstl (Zs -lf 0cos0-Zul) 
Rear
Fsc2 = k s2 (Zs +I,sin0-Zu2 )+cst2 (Zs +Ir0cos0-Zu2) 
Equations o f  Motion
m sZs = - Fsci-Fsc2-ur u2
I y e = 1 f F s c l - 1r F sc 2 + 1 f U l - 1r U 2
m i Z uf = F s c l + U , - F u
m 2Zur = Fsc2+U2-F.2
State Variables 
x = (Zul ,Zul ,Zu2 ,Zu2 ,ZS ,Zs ,0,0) 
State-Space Form
(A.5)
(A.6)
(A.7)
(A. 8)
(A.9) 
(A. 10) 
(A. 11) 
(A. 12)
x = Ax+B,u+B2w (A. 13)
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where:
c», O ^+k,,) 0 0 £«l ^!L l,k ,
m, m, mi m, m, m,
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 .£ 2 1
(ks2+kc ) £ 22. l k ,r s2
m2 m2 m2 m2 m2 m2
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
i k f s . k ,s2 (c,„+cst2) (ks,+ k 2) (k.ly-k^l,)
ms ms ms ms ms ms ms ms
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
-lfksl ks2lr 0 , ^ - 1 , ^ ) ( f c a + f r * )
I I I I I I I Iy y y y y y y y
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0
Hi! 0 1 0
0 1 ml 0
0 m2 0 1
0 0 0 m2
1 1 ,b2 - 0 0
ms ms 0 0
0 0 0 0
lf \ 0 0
0 0
0 0
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A.A.2 Full Car Model
m.
Figure A. 2: Full car model
Tire Forces 
Front
F i l l  = ^ t l l ( ^ u l l " ^ t l l )
1^12 = k ll2(Zui2-Ztl2)
Rear
Pfli = km (^u2i "Zt2i )
Ft22 = k t22 (Zu22 -Zt22)
Suspension Forces 
Front
Fscn = ksll (Zs-lf sin9+asin(p-Zull )+cstll (Zs -lf0cos0+acpcoscp-Zull)
p Sc i2 =  k s i2 (Zs - I f  sin0-bsin(p-Zul2 )+cstl2 (Zs -lf 0cos0-b<j>cos(p-Zul2) 
Rear
Fsc2i = ks21 (Zs +lrsin0+csin(p-Zu21 )+cst21 (Zs +lr0cos0+ccpcos<p-Zu21) 
Fsc22 = ks22 (Z, +lrsin0-dsin(p-Zu22 )+cst22 (Zs +lr0cos0-dcpcos(p-Zll22) 
Equations o f  Motion
msZs = ■Fsc11-Fsc12-Fsc21-Fsc22-uu -u12-u21-u22
—  I f  F sc l l  + l f  I ^ c l 2 - ^ r ^ s c 22 - ^ r ^ s c 2 l + ^ f  U 11 + ^ f U l 2 - ^ r U 2 l  " ^ r U 22
= -aFscll+bFscl2+dFsc22-cFsc21-au11+bu12-eu21+du22
(A. 14) 
(A. 15)
(A. 16) 
(A. 17)
(A. 18) 
(A. 19)
(A.20)
(A.21)
(A.22)
(A.23)
(A.24)
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‘n^ii = ^«cii+uir^ tu (A.25)
l1 2 ^ 1 2  =  ^ s c l2 + U 1 2 * ^ tl2 (A.26)
l21 21 =  ^sc21 + U 21 - F t2 , (A.27)
12 2 ^ 2 2  ~  ^sc22 + U 22 '^ t2 2 (A.28)
State Variables
x ~ (Z ,,zs,cp,(p,0,02ui2,ZU12,zull,zull,zu21 ,zu21
State-Space Form  
x  =  A x + B ^ + B jW  
where:
>Zu22 >Z„22 )
(A.29)
A =
A u A l ,2 A y A ,4 A u A u A ,,7 A i , g A i ,9 A i , io A , . , , A ] , 12 A i ,13 A , , , 4
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A 3 3 A 3 3 A 3 3 A 3 , 4 A 3 3 A 3 , 6 A 3 , 7 A 3 , 8 A 3 , 9 A 3 , 1 0 A 3 . 1 1 A 3 , 1 2 A 3 , 1 3 A 3 ,14
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A s , . A s , 2 A 5 3 A s ,4 A s s A s ,6 A 5 7 A 5 3 A j ,9 A s . i o A 5 . 1 1 A 5 4 2 A s .13 A 5,14
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
• ^ 7,1 A ? , 2 A 7,3 A 7,4 A 7 3 A u A ?,7 00 A 7,9 A u o A 7 . 1 1 A 7 J 2 A7S3 A 7,,4
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A 9 4 A g , 2 A 9 3 A g .4 A 9S A j ,6 A 9 ,7 A 9 3 A 9 9 A 9 3 0 A 9 . 1 1 A g , i 2 A 9 4 3 A 9 J 4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
A 1 U A i i ,2 A u ,3 A„,4 A,u A u ,6 A , i ,7 All,8 A i  1,9 A"11,10 A n ,11 A" 1 1 , 1 2 A" 1 1 , 1 3 A „ , i 4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
A 13,l
A
13,2
A
13,3 A 13,4 A ) 3s A 13,6 A 13,7
A
13,8
A
13 ,9
A
" 1 3 , 1 0
A
" 1 3 , 1 1
A
13,12 A ]3 ,1 3 A 13,14
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
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A u =-_  ( c s .l l  + C stl2  + C st22 ~*~C st21)
m.
(ksn +ksi2 +ks22 +ks2i)
*-u= m.
( ^ . n - b c  stl2 -dcst22+cc s t2 l )
*13= m.
(-ak,i i +bksl2 +dks22 -cks21)
1,4= m.
A ( I f  C s tl l  + l f  C stl2 " ( r C st22 "^ rC st21)A liS-  -------------------
m.
a 1>6=
( I f  k j i i + l f k sl2  ■ l r k s22" l r k  s21)
A -  C*t12A l ,7 -
m s
A - ksl2Al,8 —
ms
A - CslU1,9 —
m.
a  ~c s t n a + c s i2b + c s22d - c st21c
,J_ I
a '^ s i i  +bksl2 +dks22 -cks21)
I,
A ~C s l l i a  ~ b  C s t l2 ~ d  C st22~C C st21
A 3,3= j
3,4=
A3,5 —
(-a2ksll-b2ksl2-d2k i22-c2ks21)
I.
H  c.,ii -blf cstl2 +dlrcs!22 -clrcsl21) 
Ix
(alf ks 11 -blf ks 12 +dlrks22 -clrks21)
A3.fi
A  -  ' b c sti2■^3,1 ~
I.
K
-bk„A _ . “ ‘v sl2
3,8 I
A _  a C Stll
3 ,9 — j
A - ksl1 
m.
A - ak^3,10 T
A -  st21A i,ii”
m.
A - ks21 
1,12  “ m.
A _ 5 C st21 
■^3,11 —
I x
ck.,
A _  w v s21 
3,12-  j
A _  st22
1.13 “
m s
lr
A -  8221.14 ~ m.
A _  " ^ C st22
•4*1 1
Ix
- d k
A _  s22A3,14_ t
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A5,.=
I f  C stl 1 ~ ^ f  C stl2  ~ 'r C st22 ~^t C st
I.
5,2=
^ f ^ s l l + ^ f^ s l2 '^ r ^ s 2 2  ^ r^ s2 1 )
'53=
l f C s tl l  a '^ f  ^ C stl2  + ^ C st22 ~ ^rC sl2lC
I
O f a ^ s l l  ~ ^ f  ^ s !2  + ^ r ^ s 2 2  ~^rC^ s2 1 )
A „  = ( ~ l f  C stf 1 O f  C stl2  ~^r C st22 '^ r  C st21)
A 5,6 =
<-l2k -l2k -l2k -l2k 'IV 1f N l l  ‘ f N t t  r  s22 r  s21^
A 5,7 -
■lfCs,
y
-lfk..
a
5 , 8 "  T
A 5,9 —
"lfCsl
y
- Ik ,A _  ‘ f S l l
5,10 T
1 cA _  r st21 
5^,11 “  ^
* _  1r C st22
5,13_  T
A  -  5112 ^H l-
m,2
A -  k*12
7'2 _ r»,
12
A -  ~C«12b
7,3
m i2
-k.,,b
A  - 5127,4 mr
A73 —
12
~C sll2^f
m „
A -  Sl2 f r t7,6 — m „
A  -  5111
A 9,l —
m„ 
A - ksM9,2 — m„
A _  C« n a 
mn
A - i b l i iA9,4” mtl11
~C s tlO f
m„
A _  ~ ^lO f
A 9 3  —
A  -  5121 A n,i_
m21 
A - ^ s21A U,2 —
m 21 
A -  C «21C
^113“
m 21 
k.„c
A  -  521^11,4“
m21
A _  C s t2 0 r
■1.5 “  m
21
K A
m ,.All,6 =
A _  M S s22_
**■< 1 A A  -  stl27,7 “ m I0
A -  slU9,9 — m lt
A -  st21 An,n_ m
(ksl2+ktl2) ( k s l l + k t l l )
21
( k s 2 l+ k t 2 l )
m r ' 9,10 " mt1 m 21
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^ 1 3 , 1 “
st22
a 13^ ~
A .3 3  =  -
s22
m22
-dc...
A „ ,= -
m22
-dk.
A 13,5-
A,,< =
m22
Cst22^ r
m22
s^22^ r
A - -11 — ~st22
m
A 1 3 ,U = -
22
(^ s22 "*"^ t22 )
B ,=
m22
-1 -1 -1 - 1 '
m m m m
0 0 0 0
b a c d
K T T Ix
0 0 0 0
If If 1, 1,
I, Iy ly !y
0 0 0 0
1
mi2
0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 1
mll
0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1
m2!
0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
m,
0 0
B,
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
k-112 0 0 0
m,2
0 0 0 0
0 kill 0 0
0
mll
0 0 0
0 0 1^21 0
0 0
m21
0 0
0 0 0 t22
0 0 0
m22
0
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A p p e n d ix  B . V e h ic l e  P a r a m e t e r s
A.B.0 Quarter Car Lumped Mass Model
mu m,
40kg 730kg
ks ms
19.96kN/m 234kg
k, Cst
175.5kN/m 1.29kN/m
1
2(lf +lr) 
where:
mt.the total mass of the vehicle body (excludes the mass of the unsprung mass)
A.B.l Half Car Lumped Mass Model
mj
40kg
m2
35.5kg
I f
1.011m
k s i ks2 l r
19.96kN/m 17.5kN/m 1.803m
c s t l C st2 ly
1.29kN/m 1.62kN/m 1230kgm2
kti kt2 ms
175.5kN/m 175.5kN/m 365kg
^umped Mass Model
mu mi2 m2i m22 I f
40kg 40kg 35.5kg 35.5kg 1.011m
ksii ksi2 kS2i ks22 l r
19.96kN/m 19.96kN/m 17.5kN/m 17.5kN/m 1.803m
C s t l l C s t l2 C st21 c s l2 2 ly
1.29kN/m 1.29kN/m 1.62kN/m 1.62kN/m 1230kgm2
km kti2 kt2i k t 2 2 Ix
175.5kN/m 175.5kN/m 175.5kN/m 175.5kN/m 1230kgm2
a b c d ms
0.761m 0.761m 0.755m 0.755m 730kg
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A.B.3 litis Model
3
Comer
Comer
Comer
Comer
X
Figure A.3: Full car litis
Reference origin is the center of the front and rear axles on the ground.
Legend
lea- lower control arm 
uca- upper control arm 
sp- spindle 
cm- sprung mass
Quarter Car Model State Variables
X = (^cm’Zcm’9 ll’9ll)
Full Vehicle Model State Variables
X =  (4*12 ’ 9l2 ’ ^ cm  ’ ^ cm  > 9 ll  ’9 l l  ’Pcm ’Pcm * 9cm ’9cm >922 ’922 ’921 ’921 ’®cm ’^cm ’ X m  ’ X m  ’ ^ cm ’^ cm )
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Full Vehicle Model with Bushings State Variables 
x = (
9ljC A 12 ’ 9 l CA12 ’ ®LCA12 > ®LCA12 ’
^ U C A 1 2  ’ ^ U C A 1 2  > ^U C A 12 ’ ^ U C A 1 2 '  ^ U C A 12 ’ ^ U C A 12 > 9 u C A 1 2  ’9 u C A 1 2  ’ 
PsP12 ’PsP12 ’ 9 sP12 > 9 sP12 ’
^C M  ’ ^ C M  ’ ^CM  > XcM > Z CM >^CM  »PcM  >PcM ’ 9 cM  ’ 9 cm  ’ ®CM ’ ®CM ’ 
P spi i ’P spi p 9 s p ii  ’ 9 s p ii ’
*P UCA11 > 9  UCA11 > ® UC A11 > ® UCA11 >
^LC A l 1 * ^ L C A l 1 > ^ LCAl 1 ’ ^ LCAl 1 > ^ LCAl 1 * ^LCAl 1 ’ 9 lCA1 1 ’9 lCA1 1 ’ 
P s P 22 ’P s P 22 ’ 9 s P 2 2  ’ 9 sP 2 2  ’
PsP21 >PsP21 ’ 9S P 21  ’ 9 sP 2 1  >
9 l CA22 > 9 l CA22 ’ ®LCA22 ’ ®LCA22 ’
9LCA21 ’ 9 L C A 2 1 ’ ®LCA21 >®LCA21'
^U C A 2 1  * ^ U C A 2 1  > ^ U C A 2 1 »^U C A 21 > ^ U C A 21 > ^U CA 21 > 9 u C A 2 1  ’9 u C A 2 1  ’ 
UCA22 ’ ^ U C A 2 2  ’ % JC A 22  ’ ^ U C A 22 > ^ U C A 22 ’ ^ U C A 22  > 9 u C A 2 2  ’9 u C A 2 2  )
Description x  (m) y  (rn) z(m )
wheel centre 0 -0.615 0.356
A-arm connection to spindle 0 -0.572 0.229
A-arm connection to cabin 0 -0.259 0.302
leaf spring connection to spindle 0 -0.488 0.531
leaf spring connection to cabin 0 -0.159 0.600
damper connection to A-arm 7.50e-2 -0.500 0.241
damper connection to cabin 7.50e-2 -0.297 0.632
tie rod connection to spindle -0.140 -0.448 0.531
tie rod connection to cabin -0.140 -0.070 0.600
Body Center of Gravity Location (m) Mass (kg) I* (kgm2) Iv (kgm2) Iz (kgm2)
cabin
right front wheel assembly 
left front wheel assembly 
right front A-arm 
left rear A-arm
(0,0,0.570)
(0.970,-0.615,0.356)
(-1.047,0.615,0.356)
(0.97,-0.4155,0.2655)
(-1.047,0.4155,0.2655)
1260
57.35
57.35 
6.00 
6.00
130
1.2402
1.2402 
0.052099 
0.052099
1620
1.908
1.908 
0.023235 
0.023235
1670
1.2402
1.2402 
0.068864 
0.068864
*all products of inertia are zero
Preload in the Nominal Condition
Element Force (N)
leaf spring 2728.9
damper spring 128.0
front tire 3829.6
rear tire 3593.6
-1 3 3  -
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A p p e n d ix  C . S e m i-A c t iv e  D a m p in g
A.C.O Lumped Mass Models
If the desired force is that which is produced by a skyhook damper then:
^desired =C sky^s ( A .3 1 )
In the switching criteria, the damping coefficient may be ignored since it is a scalar and so:
F d = W s i f  M d > °  (A.32)
Fd =0 if zsxD < 0  (A.33)
A.C.0.1 Quarter Car Model
With this vehicle:
*d= (V z„) (A. 34)
A.C.0.2 Half Car Model
With this vehicle:
-If 0cos9)-zul) (A.35)
xD[„  =((zs +lr0cos0)-zu2) (A.36)
A.C.0.3 Full Car Model
With this vehicle:
Front
* d „  =((zs-lf0cos0+acpcoscp)-zull) (A.37)
xDl2 =((zs -lf 0cos0-b<pcos<p)-zul2) (A.38)
Rear
xD2, = ( ( z s +Ir0cos0+C(pcoscp)-Zu21) (A. 39)
x D2,  = ( ( z s +lr0cos0-d(pcos(p)-zu22) (A.40)
A.C.l litis Model
Due to the complexity of the geometry, deriving an expression for XD is not straight forward.
However this algorithm can still be used by simply outputting the length o f the damper element from
ADAMS into Simulink. This value can then be used in the above relations to describe the switching laws.
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